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Season One
Hildy is woken up by her daughter with a call from her dad. She says the rules of divorce say you can’t wake her up. She says he can’t have child support early and tells him it will be Saturday likes always. She hangs up. Her daughter helps cook and then eats her breakfast while her mom gets ready for work. Louise scrambles into her clothes too as Hildy puts on her gun. They head out the door a little late.

Terry sits at the hospital beside the bed of his wife. The doc comes in and asks if they can talk. He asks about the clinical trial but the doc says it’s too late — he tells him her pancreatic cancer is at stage IV and it’s inevitable. He tells Terry she’s putting on a brave face for him. He tells him to take her home and let her do hospice in comfort. Terry gets a call and doesn’t take it. He looks in at his sleeping wife.

The cops work a crime scene as Hildy comes in. It’s a sleazy hotel and Terry is already there. There is a single gunshot wound to the head. Terry sees it as his wife then shakes his head. The guy was shot at close range after midnight. He’s got a fridge full of drugs. They head to talk to a neighbor across the street. She saw someone sneaking in at 2:30 am then run back out. She says it’s young teenagers D-Hop and Franklin that break in to steal copper.

Hildy sees an email sent to Erich Blunt and she asks Terry how he would know him. Terry doesn’t know who Erich is. We see Erich, a CEO, speaking about apps and games. (FYI — it’s
Tom Felton aka Draco Malfoy playing this part) He talks up the apps and his company at an event.

On an airplane, Erich is told to settle a lawsuit. All of his advisors advise him to pay off the guy. Erich says it’s about a dream not about money. He says the lawsuit accusing him of stealing code is an attack on his integrity. David sits silent and watches this all then pops a peanut after Erich talks off and asks are we all good?

Erich sits in his bedroom on his private plane and tells the flight attendant that suits don’t get it. She says he’s special and he tucks his head into her shoulder and whispers to her. She says he’s crazy and he says if he wasn’t, he would go insane. He kisses her and she looks uncomfortable then says she has to get back to work.

At the station, Terry tells their boss about Erich and tries to act like he knew. He says the victim sent him a threatening email that implied an existing relationship. They don’t know how he would know the victim. Terry says the drugs were Fentanyl lollipops that cancer patients use that had about a $1G street value. Terry says he’ll track down Erich to find out if he knew him. Jim asks how Terry is doing and he insists he’s fine.

Hildy looks at her dating app and Terry teases her about pimping herself out on the internet. He looks at the app and she says she has four possible matches. He sees she looked for tight firm buttocks. She says she has no luck so far. Terry tells her to lower her standards. They head over to Erich’s offices and find Jimmy, a former cop, heading their security.

They go to talk to Erich who ignores them and keeps typing. They ask to step into his office and he indicates the giant open room is his office. They tell him about Kevin Nyers that was killed and that his last email was sent to him. He says he’s way behind on emails and has been out of town at a conference. He says he gets 3,000 emails a day and they ask if he’s blackmailed often he says more often than you’d think and says people see him as a cash register.

Hildy asks how he would get his email address and he says he puts it on his website so anyone can reach him. He says it’s all about transparency. Hildy calls him a man of the people. Terry hands his card to Jimmy and tells the Captain to call them if Erich remembers anything. They head out. Next they go to find the kids that were stealing copper.

Terry calls out for D-Hop and Franklin and two go running. They nab them and tell them they’re headed to jail for killing the guy. Terry says that kids are killed in jail and one of the kids pees his pants. One says they saw a guy — skinny and white like a junkie. They didn’t get a name but say he had a bird inked on his neck. They send the boys off.

Terry gets a text and says he has to drop her off but Hildy tells him to go on. At home, there’s a pile of unopened mail and newspapers. Terry goes in. He finds the nurse Josefina who tells him that Emily is all moved in and settled. He comes to look in on his wife and say the nurse seems nice. She says she’s helping her die, so she hopes she’s nice. Terry says he’s going to take some time off work but Emily says no and tells him to go back to work. He reluctantly agrees.

Back at the station, Terry fiddles with a jammed drawer on his desk and gets increasingly frustrated slamming it around then finally yanks it out and dumps the contents. He stomps off while everyone stares. A couple of guys come over to fix his desk and Hildy goes after him. She finds him in the file room. She tells him they all understand what he’s going through. Terry asks what they understand and says he doesn’t understand.

She tells him to go be with Emily but he says he can’t. He says he can’t go home and watch her die. He says he’s not going to do that and tells her to let him be. He walks out. Back at his desk, Jim asks them about the bird tattoo lead. Nyers has no living relatives but a junkie hooker friend who’s been dead for 22 years. They used to get into trouble together and her parents are still alive.

Terry says the email to Erich is a dead end since he was out of town. Molk stands up and tells everyone he’s doing the master cleanse and says not touch his juice in the fridge. He thanks them for their consideration. Jim tells Navarro to take over the bird tat search, sends Terry and Hildy to Oakland to talk to the dead hooker’s parents and tells Molk to get his juice out of the fridge because it looks like piss. Molk tells his boss it tastes like piss too. Terry laughs.

Terry and Hildy pull up to a ratty house in Oakland. It’s a shady neighborhood with scrappy dogs and suspect looking people. The mom offers them a drink and Terry says they’re there about Sarah. He says they’re late since she died 22 years ago. They tell her parents about Kevin’s death
and they ask about enemies. The dad doesn't like Kevin and the mom says that Kevin killed their daughter by feeding her drugs, turning her out, knocking her up and watching her die.

They show the dad the email and he says he knows Erich. He's their grandson — Kevin's son — Sarah's son. They show the cops the location where Sarah died and tell them they come there every day. Terry notes a car driving past and sees his ailing wife stick her head out the window with a yellow flower behind her ear.

They had back to talk to Erich and Jimmy says it's a bad time. Terry and Hildy tell him they have more questions and his lawyer David says to call him with questions. Terry says they can talk there or come downtown. Hildy shows Erich a photo of Kevin and he finally admits that he's seen him. He says that chances are that's his biological father. He says he was adopted and he went to meet him a couple of months ago for some answers.

Erich says he was just a sperm donor and nothing more. He says he gave him some money and left but that wasn't enough. He says no one would care that Kevin Nyers was his father. He says he didn't care and says his mom was a whore and an addict, his dad was a junkie and he's on the way to his private jet. He says that's America for you. Hildy asks why he didn't mention it before.

He says she didn't ask so she asks if he killed Kevin and he says no. He says they have to go to LA to deal with another jerk trying to blackmail him. Terry asks what this guy wants and he says — my integrity. He says he'll be back before dinner and heads out. Jeremy tells Erich that his work is a copy of his and Erich says he's a flea who didn't ride the uncanny valley. Jeremy insists he stole his code and says he wants shared credit and profits.

David asks what it will take and Jeremy's lawyer asks for the moon. David says he can have two million in cash or they can go to court and win. Jeremy says it's an insult and asks Erich if he really wants a messy trial. He says he claims to be a modern Edison and doesn't want the world to know he's a fraud. Erich snaps and says he will leave him with nothing which is what he deserves.

He tells Jeremy that he will kill him in court and when he's dead and buried his tombstone will read — Jeremy Leonard, Irrelevant. He leaves. David puts on his jacket and asks if they validate parking. Erich tells David to destroy him in court no matter what it costs. David tells him to offer him 10 and settle for 20. He says if he can't he'll find a new lawyer and David says maybe he should.

The same sexy stewardess he was kissing before is pouring wine when the plane moves and she sloshes it on his t-shirt. Erich explodes and calls her an idiot. He says the shirt is worth more than her. He gets ugly with her and she asks him not to do this. She says she's not his enemy and he says she's useless. He strips off his shirt, throws it in her face and says she's fired. She walks away crying.

David stands silent for all of this. She cries up front and the pilot, Bill, sees her and looks concerned. A steward comes up and pats her on the back. Erich pulls on a hoodie and David asks if he feels better. Erich says he does. David asks if he's sleeping with her and tells him he can't fire her if he was. He gets angry with her and she asks him not to do this. She says she's not his enemy and he says she's useless. He strips off his shirt, throws it in her face and says she's fired. She walks away crying.

At work, they search on that and find him — Chris Walton. They're outside a free clinic where they see him come out. They head over and the guy sees them coming and bugs out. Terry gives chase and grabs him. They arrest him for being an asshole. At the station, they ask him about Kevin and why he killed him. Chris says he didn't kill anyone and Terry asks if he knows Erich Blunt and if he paid him to kill Kevin. Chris says the only one that paid him to kill was the Army.

Molk watches the interview when Jim comes in and sends him out. Hildy runs through Chris' roster of charges — lots of violence and theft. Hildy says they're going to charge him for the full ride and have two eye witnesses placing him at the tenement at the time of death plus the drug pops he had. Hildy says he's going down for the rest of his life.
Chris says he wants a lawyer. Hildy says okay and closes the file. Chris asks to smell her and Terry goes nuts and beats the guy down. Jim turns off the camera and pockets the disc recording the interview. Hildy asks Terry what the hell that was. Hildy tells him to go home and be with his wife. She tells him not to come back until he’s under control. He’s crying.

Terry pulls up in front of his house and parks. He comes inside to check on Emily. She tells him they had a good time and calls him Bear. He says she hasn’t called him that in years. She reminds him about his 30th birthday when they were riding roller coasters. She says there was one they rode over and over and he says it was the Inferno. She says it was the first time she ever saw him scared. He says he thought she was going to break up with him but she says that was when she realized she loved him and always would.

Terry tells her that he’s scared. She touches his face and says she’s sorry that she’s leaving him. He cries into her hand. She says he’ll be okay. He wipes his tears and kisses her. He lays his head down on her stomach and she pats his head.

Bill, the pilot, and the male steward try to reach the fired then not fired flight attendant. Bill says he’s going to check by Cindy’s place. Her landlady opens the door and they find her naked and dead. He’s horrified and tells the landlady to call the police. Cindy is at the bottom of the stairs and looks battered. Jim shows up to work the scene. Molk is already there, as is Terry and Hildy. The coroner says it’s inconclusive if she fell or was pushed and says the bruise on her cheek is unrelated.

The says she fell down the stairs. They think it’s strange that she fell naked. Terry gets a call and walks off to take it. Hildy looks at photos and sees one of Cindy with Erich, then several more. She starts to call Terry over but then sees that he is struggling and then collapses down on to the couch crying. He looks over at her.
The City of Sisterly Love

Season 1
Episode Number: 2
Season Episode: 2

Originally aired: Monday June 16, 2014
Writer: Steven Bochco, Eric Lodal
Director: Jesse Bochco
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), James Cromwell (Warren Daniels), Richard Schiff (David Hertzberg), Nicole Ari Parker (District Attorney Jacqueline Perez), Currie Graham (Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (Edgar Navarro), Bess Rous (Ivana West), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan), Steven Weber (Bill Wilkerson), Tom Felton (Erich Blunt)

Guest Stars: Matthew Alan (Mike Mulligan), Mackenzie Astin (P.D. Bob Groff), Charles Baker (Chris Walton), Angela Bullock (Judge Powell), Brianne Davis (Cindy Strauss), Chastity Dotson (Dr. Alexis Johnson), Nick Gehlfuss (Mark Strauss), Paula Marshall (Barbara Wilkerson), Jamie McShane (Justin Buenside), Derek Phillips (Stewart Hornady), Marissa Armijo (ADA Lopez), Camille Balsamo (Kami Keefer), Max Barsness (Reporter Sam Geiger), Doug Boyd (Larry Zimmerman), Kate Comer (Lisa Sunday), Walter Cox (Reporter Craig), Kristen O’Meara (Reporter Liz), Daniel Robbins (Oli)

Summary: Terry and Hildy launch their investigation into the death of Erich Blunt’s flight attendant, but the case takes a twisty turn when autopsy results reveal a shocking secret. Meanwhile, Terry copes with the death of his wife, and Terry’s sister-in-law arrives.

Justin is performing the autopsy on Cindy Strauss, the dead girl that was found at the end of the last episode. They say it’s a possible homicide. The cops are all at the funeral of Terry’s wife. The coroner finds a scar on Cindy’s buttock, a skull fracture and says that the matter is acute, unnatural cervical injury and says it was homicide. Terry talks about how he met Emily. He says he met her at a party and that she was radiant. He takes a handful of dirt and sprinkles it on the coffin.

The coroner continues his examination and says oh no. He amends his ruling and says it’s a double homicide since she was two months pregnant. There’s a press conference and the DA — Perez — is saying the city is safe. A reporter criticizes their low closure rate. They asks about Cindy’s death and if it’s a homicide. She says yes and they ask if Erich is a suspect. She says she guarantees they’ll solve it.

Terry thinks that Erich is the common thread but Lindy says Chris Walton is the likely perp on the Nyers killing. He says that he could have flown back and forth in his plane but she says there’s no record of the plane and you can’t sneak around in a 737. He says Erich could have hired Blunt but she says even so, he would have rolled on Erich.
Terry says there is no such thing as coincidence even though Tildy is ready to close the books on Nyers. Bob Groff, a court appointed attorney, comes in to see Walton. He asks where he went to school and what happened that he ended up a public defender. Walton wants to take it to trial and Groff says their evidence is shaky and that no one seems to care about him or Nyers. He says they have a good deal.

They are offering voluntary manslaughter and six years instead of murder. Walton says he needs to think and Groff says he has until the end of the day or they’ll go after him for murder one. In court, Walton stands with his lawyer and Tildy and Terry are surprised there’s a deal on the table. The judge asks Walton if this is what he wants and he admits that he shot Nyers.

The judge says he has to give up certain rights before she accepts the plea deal. The prosecutor tells Tildy and Terry they can go. Back at his office, Erich checks out a VR program that one of his programmers is working on. He says it’s so good, it’s freaky. He stands atop a building and gives her some feedback for the AI program. He tells her she forgot the bridge.

He wants to see his avatar and she says he looks like Abraham staring down from the mountain top and he says that’s what he’s selling — that in his world, you get to play God. He pulls off the helmet and tells her it was good. David comes and tells Erich that homicide wants to talk to him. Erich says it’s okay but David has hired Warren Daniels — a criminal shark — to represent him.

Erich steps up to the podium at an event and greets his employees and investors. He rings the opening bell. Terry asks Tildy about Erich and she says he’s lawyered up. Cindy’s ex has a violent past and there’s some history there including a restraining order. Terry says that the guy is lying low. Jim asks about the mail they found that “fell” out of the guy’s mailbox. He takes 60 mg of Adderall a day and is due for a refill.

Terry, Tildy and Molk wait near the pharmacy for the guy. Tildy runs into him and asks the time and she thanks him. He tries to flirt and she says she’s SFPD. He tries to run and then ducks into a restaurant. Tildy knocks him down a flight of stairs and he recovers but Terry tackles him. He insists he didn’t do anything and then screams police brutality. They cuff him and haul him off.

In interrogation, Terry tells Mark that his truck was spotted nearby when Cindy killed and says that they have him on domestic violence and says he’ll be able to get home before the game since he’s so obviously guilty. Mark says he’s got it wrong and Terry says he has to do better than that or he’s going to be on death row. He leaves him to think. Mark yells out that he didn’t kill her.

Mark sits and sweats. Tildy comes in with a water for him and undoes his cuffs. She asks if he’s okay and he says again that he didn’t kill Cindy. He says he was there the night before but not the night she died and says he was at the pub and has an alibi. He says Cindy called him and begged him to come over because she was upset that she was fired. He says she was crazy emotional and he told her before that she couldn’t trust Erich.

He says that Cindy slapped him and he did hit her back but it was self defense. He says it was just heat of the moment. Tildy asks about the night she died and he says there’s at least six guys that can alibi him. He says he loved her and she was his girl. Jim watches on camera and whispers to get his DNA. Tildy tells him that she believes him and he says it’s the truth. He opens the bottle and takes a drink.

The other cops watch and she bags the bottle for the lab. She asks if it’s a problem and he asks where it is and she says it’s in her purse. He asks to see it and she says he can if he commits a crime.

Terry hears a knock at his door and it’s Emily’s sister telling him that her flight for tomorrow has been delayed. She tells him that she misses her so much and he says he does too. She says she doesn’t want to be alone. She opens up her robe and takes it off. She’s naked underneath.
He stands and walks to her and touches her but then drapes her robe back on her. He holds her close and they cry together.

Tildy and Terry come to Bob the pilot’s house and see his shiny new sports car. They ask how close he was with her and he says they were work friendly but he was still her boss. He says she texted him after they got back to LA then didn’t show up to work, Terry asks if that was the text — it was one that said she talked to Erich and it was fine.

Bob says that she and Erich got into a scrape on the plane. He says that Cindy spilled some wine on him when there was turbulence and he fired her. Terry asks if they were sleeping together and Bob says he doesn’t know but would guess yes if he had to. Bob says he needs more tissues and leaves the room. Terry grabs one of the used tissues out of the trash and bags it for evidence. They use their kitchen tongs and then slide them back into place. Gross.

Erich and David are in the elevator headed to the criminal lawyer’s office. David says Daniels is the best trial lawyer on the planet and Erich says that’s hyperbolic. He says that Daniels could have gotten Jesus’ charges reduced from King of the Jews down to disorderly conduct with just some community service working with blind kids and hookers. Erich tells him that he’s definitely going to hell.

Daniels introduces himself and Erich asks why he thinks he needs his services. Daniels says they wanted the meeting, not him. Erich says if he hires him, it will make it look like he has something to hide, which he doesn’t. Erich says he intends to cooperate since he had nothing to do with the girl’s death. Daniels says in a case like this, given Erich’s stature, the presumption is guilt. Erich says she was a nice girl and David chimes in that he was banging her. Erich says hiring a criminal lawyer is premature and sends the wrong message. Daniels says to call him when he changes his mind.

Erich shows up at the SFPD unannounced and they wonder what his game is. Terry says — let’s go find out and he and Tildy go in to talk to him and David. They sit and he asks them why no hello and thanks for coming down. David says it’s their tactics for them to force him to talk and assess him. He says based on his reaction, they’ll know who will be good and bad cop.

Erich asks if this is BS and then Tildy speaks and David says there it is. Erich says he was devastated by Cindy’s death and says she was a good friend. He asks how he can help and admits to seeing her. He says he tried to keep it private since she worked for him. He says the last time he saw her was on the plane back to LA. Tildy says she heard they had a fight.

Erich says he raised his voice and was out of line but never touched her. David tells Erich to stop talking because they will twist his words. Erich says he didn’t kill her and has nothing to hide. David says if he won’t listen to him, he can leave and Erich says — suit yourself. He leaves. They offer Erich a bottle of water and he asks where they were.

Erich says the projectile they are accusing him of throwing was his t-shirt that he threw at her to put him in the laundry. He says he called the next day to apologize. They ask what time and he says about 7 pm on the way home from the office and says that she told him she would be at work the next day for the flight. He says Ivana West, his CTO, came over that night and they worked late on one of her new products.

Erich says she left at about 2 am. He says she rode her bike over and so he had Jimmy drive her home. Tildy asks if he had sex with Ivana and he asks why and Terry says they are trying to determine if he had sex with all his female employees or if Cindy was special. He says that Cindy was special. Terry leaves and Erich looks at Tildy and says it’s chess and that’s okay because he trusts her more. She asks him about the sex and if Cindy liked it rough, liked it when he choked her.

He says she’s turning him on. She asks the last time they had sex and he says a week ago at a tech conference and says she spent the night with him in his bungalow. She says that was the night his father was murdered and he congratulates her on making an arrest. Tildy says it’s funny all the people around him dropping like flies and asks if it’s coincidence. He says it’s bad luck. She says she doesn’t believe in luck and he says he doesn’t either theoretically. She says you killed her.

Erich says when you look at me, you don’t see a human, you see a promotion, or a book deal or a shot at cable TV. He tells her to go ahead and charge me with murder and I’ll give you a show and will eviscerate your case piece by piece and put the whole place on trial, will embarrass her and will win because he’s smarter than her, has more capital and resources than this whole city.
AND just happens to be innocent. He stares at her close and says — get a life. He walks out of the room.

Terry goes through the timeline for Erich on the night of Cindy's death with the DA. Cindy had seminal fluid in her throat. The coroner says it was injected into her throat within 15 minutes of her death. One of the guys called it "The Blowjob Killer." They have DNA on all the suspects except Erich and Perez says to get it.

A couple of lesbian chicks in the office talk about a girl they think is hot. Tildy gets a call and accepts a date for drinks. We see her getting all dolled up. Her daughter checks her out and asks to play in the makeup but she says not tonight. Her daughter smears on some lipstick anyway. Her baby daddy shows up to pick up Louise. Tildy wipes off the lipstick and tells Louise to call her before bed. They leave.

Tildy takes her tiny black leather skirt for a ride to meet Erich for drinks. He says he's surprised she came and she says she thought the same about him. He apologizes for the way he acted earlier and says he lost his cool. She says it was a pretty great speech. He has champagne delivered and they drink up. He says he loves San Francisco — that it's like a diamond with many facets — beautiful from many angles with the bay lurking at the end of so many streets. He says he hoped she would like this view and she says she does.

Erich says life is strange and he says the strange parts make it good. He says she knows so much about her and he knows nothing about her. She admits she grew up in SF. She says her dad was a cop and her mom a nurse and that she has two cop brothers. They laugh and make small talk. He says she hasn't asked about the case. She says she's off duty and he asks if she can come back to his place. She says she can't because she has to pick up her daughter. He asks if she's married and she says no, that life happened.

She asks him to walk her to her car and pops in a piece of gum. He says he didn't hurt Cindy and she says she's off duty. He says he bets she's wearing a wire and she opens her jacket and tells him to pat her down. He rubs her breasts and then her legs. She says told you — then pulls him in for a kiss. She thanks him for dinner and walks away. She sputts the gum into an evidence tube and walks off smartly.
Who’s Your Daddy

Season 1
Episode Number: 3
Season Episode: 3

Originally aired: Monday June 23, 2014
Writer: Steven Bochco, Eric Lodal
Director: Rick Wallace
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Tom Felton (Erich Blunt), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Bess Rous (Ivana West), Currie Graham (Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), James Cromwell (Warren Daniels), Nicole Ari Parker (District Attorney Jacqueline Perez), Steven Weber (Bill Wilkerson), Richard Schiff (David Hertzberg), Lombardo Boyar (Edgar Navarro), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan)

Guest Stars: Matthew Alan (Mike Mulligan), Michael Aurelio (Milan Gunn), Corina Calderon (Teresa Ramos), Meagen Fay (Joanna Gibbs), Jamie McShane (Justin Buenside), Eddie Mills (Sean), Cameron Richardson (Hannah Harkins), Dilshad Vadsaria (Jasmin), Camille Balsamo (Kami Keefer), Max Barsness (Reporter Sam Geiger), Javier Calderon (Carlson), Sam Daly (Stan Shaw), Michael Nipay-Padilla (D-Hop)

Summary: The investigators search for clues that may link suspects in the death of Cindy Strauss. Elsewhere, Hildy faces a young witness from a past investigation who is concerned for his mother’s safety.

We see Erich with a woman, doing drugs and about to have sex, with Erich showing a bit of force.

Hildy and Terry are at the office, frustrated for the lack of attention their case is given. They go to a lab criminologist, Gibbs, to find out if Erich’s DNA is found anywhere. They find that Cindy’s baby was in fact Erich’s child.

Erich changed his mind about hiring Warren Daniels as a lawyer. Warren brings up some rules for Erich to follow: 1. To not tell Warren whether or not he killed Cindy. 2. He must not speak to anyone about this case but Warren. 3. Never ever lie to Warren, if you do I’m out.

Erich accepts the rules.

Detective David Hertzberg interviews a woman named Hannah. She tells him that she thinks Erich killed Cindy. She explains that she used to work with Erich, and as things were going well, Erich drugged her, raped her and almost killed her. She couldn’t file a complaint due to a fear of embarrassment. She blames herself for Cindy’s death.

Hannah tells David about signing an nondisclosure agreement (NDA) as an agreement with Erich, but David tells her that he cannot protect her for disclosing the information and going against her NDA. She gets angry, telling him she thought she could trust him as a friend, then walks out.

David is out looking for an apartment with a realtor, but cannot decide on anything.

When Hildy is walking in to work, D-Hop, one of the kids who provided information about Walton, the man who claims to have murdered Kevin Nyers, approached her about a problem

We see Erich with a woman, doing drugs and about to have sex, with Erich showing a bit of force.

Hildy and Terry are at the office, frustrated for the lack of attention their case is given. They go to a lab criminologist, Gibbs, to find out if Erich’s DNA is found anywhere. They find that Cindy’s baby was in fact Erich’s child.

Erich changed his mind about hiring Warren Daniels as a lawyer. Warren brings up some rules for Erich to follow: 1. To not tell Warren whether or not he killed Cindy. 2. He must not speak to anyone about this case but Warren. 3. Never ever lie to Warren, if you do I’m out.

Erich accepts the rules.

Detective David Hertzberg interviews a woman named Hannah. She tells him that she thinks Erich killed Cindy. She explains that she used to work with Erich, and as things were going well, Erich drugged her, raped her and almost killed her. She couldn’t file a complaint due to a fear of embarrassment. She blames herself for Cindy’s death.

Hannah tells David about signing an nondisclosure agreement (NDA) as an agreement with Erich, but David tells her that he cannot protect her for disclosing the information and going against her NDA. She gets angry, telling him she thought she could trust him as a friend, then walks out.

David is out looking for an apartment with a realtor, but cannot decide on anything.

When Hildy is walking in to work, D-Hop, one of the kids who provided information about Walton, the man who claims to have murdered Kevin Nyers, approached her about a problem
at home. His mother is a victim of domestic abuse, but he doesn’t want to report it because he doesn’t want her to end up alone and him in foster care. Hildy gives D-Hop her number and tells him to call whenever he needs her.

Hildy, Terry and detectives David and Molk talk about the case and the possibility of Erich being involved, but they cannot find concrete evidence. Lieutenant Jim Koto enters and tells them that they need to try harder because he does not want Erich to get away if he did in fact kill her.

Terry and Hildy spoke to one of the pilots, Stan Shaw, about the confrontation between Erich and Cindy. He tells them that Cindy wasn’t only sleeping with Erich, but also with Bill Wilkerson, the other pilot.

Terry and Hildy go to Bill. He admits that he did have a fling with Cindy, but was never going to leave his wife. They tell Bill that he is a suspect now.

Hannah goes to the station to apologize to David. David asks Hannah out on a date with their kids, she accepts.

Terry and Hildy go to the coroner to ask about Cindy’s autopsy. He tells them that his personal opinion ties her death to 8:30 p.m. Hildy tells him that Cindy sent a text to Bill at 9 p.m., but the coroner tells them that would be impossible.

Hildy speaks to Detective Kami Keefer about the texting scenario. Kami tells her that there are apps that can delay the time it is sent, and that anyone with a strong technological background can wipe the app and its contents completely clean.

Terry’s friend Carlson, a cop, drops by the office with information on Erich Blunt. Terry interrogates Milan Gunn about breaking his probation. Milan tells Terry that Erich likes the drug Crystal Molly. He tells him that he met him at a martial arts class, and revels that Erich is a black belt.

Hildy goes to the supermarket where D-Hop’s mother works. She gives his mom her card, and reveals that she was also a victim of domestic abuse. D-Hop’s mother just shoos her away, wanting nothing to do with it.

Terry is looking at another apartment. It’s a home on a boat, and the view of the ocean draws Terry in immediately and takes the place. He gets asked out on a date by his Realtor, but she knows what he’s gone through, and agrees to take things slow.

Hildy is out on another matchmaking date. She gets a call from D-Hop about his mom getting hit. She leaves and ruses to help. When she gets there D-Hop’s father approaches Hildy with a knife and she shoots him. Lieutenant Koto shows up and tells her that he has to place her on administrative leave for 10 days.

At home, Hildy is getting her daughter, Louise, ready for school. Terry brings breakfast, and sees that Hildy is shaken up. He reassures her that she will be okay.

Gibbs and Lieutenant Koto talk to Gibbs, and she tells them that Erich was with Cindy the day she was killed. His DNA was in her mouth.

Terry and Koto go to talk to District Attorney Sonia Perez. She tells them that Erich hired Warren Daniels. Terry explains that all the evidence points towards Blunt. They also believe that Erich may have sent the text. Sonia tells them good work and sends them on their way to gather a case, but not before kissing Lieutenant Koto, revealing a romantic relationship between them.

Hildy is home folding clothes. Her ex husband comes to pick up Louise.

Erich is at his martial arts club. Terry and fellow cops go to arrest Erich for the murder of Cindy. Erich’s lawyer, Warren, speaks to the press and calls the arrest a cheap ploy. Meanwhile Erich is processed and booked.
Burning Woman

Season 1
Episode Number: 4
Season Episode: 4

Originally aired: Monday June 30, 2014
Writer: Steven Bochco, Eric Lodal
Director: Ben Bolt
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Tom Felton (Erich Blunt), James Cromwell (Warren Daniels), Richard Schiff (David Hertzberg), Nicole Ari Parker (District Attorney Jacqueline Perez), Currie Graham (Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (Edgar Navarro), Bess Rous (Ivana West), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan), Steven Weber (Bill Wilkerson)

Guest Stars: Michael Aurelio (Milan Gunn), Alan Blumenfeld (Judge Templeton), Corina Calderon (Teresa Ramos), Brianne Davis (Cindy Strauss), Courtney Ford (Tonia Pyne), Mary-Pat Green (Waller), Jamie McShane (Justin Buenside), Kyle S. More (Jeremy Leonard), Peter Onorati (Jimmy Salter), Marco Sanchez (Carlos Rodriguez), Marissa Armijo (ADA Lopez), Javier Calderon (Carlson), Tauvia Dawn (Female Sheriff), Susan Diol (Denison), David Figlioli (Nick Torres), Michael Nipay-Padilla (D-Hop), Melissa Quine (Server)

Summary: Erich takes Ivana and runs off for a drug-fueled weekend, even though his lawyer advises against it. While Hildy deals with the ramifications of the shooting and the possibility that she might lose her job, Terry does his best to get her out of trouble.

We see Erich in jail being taken to court where his case is being discussed. Warren asks for $2 million bail, but the Plaintiff counters with a $1 billion dollar bail because of Erich’s wealth.

He seems to be doing well until they are told that Cindy was pregnant. The judge sets bail at $10 million.

Terry meets Hildy for coffee. Hildy is upset because Terry hung up on her the night he arrested Erich, and they get into an argument.

Hildy goes in for the case against the shooting last week. When she is questioned, she tells the detectives what happened. We also see D-Hop and his mom, Theresa, being questioned, however they tell the detectives a completely different story.

Theresa tells detectives that Hildy shot for no reason. They said he was knocked into a table and that’s how the knife ended up next to him. When the detectives asked D-Hop if her story is true, he agrees, obviously talked into lying by either his mother or his lawyer.

Eric is with Warren talking about the case. Warren gives Erich a possible scenario on Cindy’s death, blaming her husband or Wilkerson, looking for a different suspect so Erich can be acquitted.
Terry speaks with Jeremy about Erich. Jeremy tells Terry that Erich threatened him by telling him he’ll kill him. He claims Erich stole his algorithms, but was fired. He wants to be credited for his work. He tells Terry that he going to a gathering involving different technologies and drugs, which Terry calls a hippie convention.

Terry gets a call in the middle of the questioning about setting something up for later. After Terry hangs up, Jeremy claims he is fearful for his life. Terry then dismisses him, and Jeremy tells him he isn’t scared to testify against Erich.

Terry and his detective friends are looking to bust Erich during a drug deal. Milan sees that instead of Erich, Jim Sullivan shows up and knows whats going on. Terry goes to talk to him, and is warned to not get involved.

Hildy is talking with Lieutenant Koto and detectives about her case. Lieutenant Koto tells Hildy that she should not have gone into the apartment at all, because things aren’t looking good.

Jimmy goes to Erich to tell him that the drugs buy was a set up. He leaves after telling him that the police are going to try any way possible to arrest him on something else.

Terry goes to Hildy’s home. They apologize for their argument from earlier.

Hildy is baking a cake with her daughter, Louise, to send to school. Louise asks if Hildy could have gotten killed, obviously worried about her mother’s job, but Hildy assures her that she is fine. Louise tells her she will never be a cop.

Terry is playing basketball with D-Hop, despite Lieutenant Koto’s orders for him to stay away. D-Hop asks if Hildy was mad at him. He claims that he and his mom need the money, but Terry tells him that it is against the law to lie on a case. He tells D-Hop to tell the truth and leaves.

Erich goes to the airport even though he is skipping bail. He goes to the same event Jeremy told Terry about. He is shown the new simulation product which puts him alone in a room with different women, but is unsettled after he sees Cindy in it.

Jeremy sees Erich and takes a picture of him.

Erich meets with Warren. Warren tells him that he knows Erich’s DNA was in Cindy’s mouth, and that it makes the case more difficult. Erich promises to never lie again. Warren tells Erich that they will use this against him, so the jury can be swayed even before the case begins.

At the courthouse, Warren tells the press that they are being wrongfully swayed by Perez.

Warren tells the judge that Erich wants to waive his right to a preliminary hearing so the case will go straight to a public hearing, and out of the states hands. The judge grants his right, but the Plaintiff then tells the judge that Erich left the state, which was against his bail, and provided photographs they received from Jeremy from the event.

The judge then says Erich willfully skipped bail. He had Erich’s bail revoked and he was placed into custody.

Hildy is at the precinct and is told that she can return to work with 4 hours of field training. Theresa and D-Hop dropped the charges, claiming Hildy saved their lives. So Hildy is now in the clear.

Warren tells Erich that he is embarrassed, especially since the case was televised. He withdrew from the case. Erich begs him to stay, but Warren leaves anyway.

Hildy, her daughter and Terry have dinner together. Her daughter leaves to do homework. They talk for a little bit about her case, her daughter, and Terry’s wife. They then have a passionate kiss, and Terry leaves.
Pants on Fire
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Episode Number: 5
Season Episode: 5

Originally aired: Monday July 7, 2014
Writer: Steven Bochco, Eric Lodal
Director: Allison Anders
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Tom Felton (Erich Blunt), James Cromwell (Warren Daniels), Richard Schiff (David Hertzberg), Nicole Ari Parker (District Attorney Jacqueline Perez), Currie Graham (Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (Edgar Navarro), Bess Rous (Ivana West), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan), Steven Weber (Bill Wilkerson)

Guest Stars: Brigid Brannagh (Sally Smoot), Jeanette Brox (Dorrit), Bertila Damas (Judge Sylvia Pace), Mark Devine (Mayor Flowers), Nick Gehlfuss (Mark Strauss), Gary Grubbs (Richard Furdon), Paula Marshall (Barbara Wilkerson), Derek Mio (Benji), Marissa Armijo (ADA Lopez), Jeffrey A. Baker (DJ), Camille Balsamo (Kami Keefer), Sarah Allyn Bauer (Tara), Tom Foley (Sheriff), Ambrit Millhouse (Bailiff), Daniel Robbins (Oli), Cesili Williams (Maddy Booker), Robert Randall Wolff (Worker)

Summary: Erich Blunt takes a lie-detector test in a bid to change the public’s perception of him. Meanwhile, problems surround a past suspect’s alibi, which could derail Hildy and Terry’s case against Blunt.

David meets the mayor and his chief of staff is with him. David gets upset because the meeting was supposed to be private and leaves, but the mayor chases after him.

Hildy and Terry try to talk about the kiss, but they’re interrupted once court is in session.

A new judge takes over the case, which appears to be planned by David, perhaps explaining his meeting with the mayor.

The plaintiff argues that they can place evidence against Erich, putting him at the crime scene close to Cindy’s time of death. David explains to the judge that he is a little rusty and goes on to explain Erich’s innocence. He tries to explain that even though Erich can be annoying and hard to work with, he is a loyal guy and is not capable of murder. He also tells the judge that Erich did not know the specific rules to his bail, making no attempt to skip bail on purpose.

The judge reinstates Erich’s bail for double the amount and will keep his passport. He may not travel out of the adjoining counties and will have to wear an electronic bracelet.

David and Erich meet with Warren, who congratulates them on the trial from earlier. He tells them that he does not want to go back to working with him. Erich offers to double his fees, but Warren still declines. Erich then offers $10 million upfront plus expenses, and Warren asks of he will take a polygraph. Erich agrees and Warren is back on board.

Terry gets news that Jimmy is questioning people about the murder case which leads them to a pickle store. Terry and Hildy go to check things out. The manager shows them surveillance
video of Cindy’s husband, Mark, sneaking out of Jonie’s Bar for two hours, enough time to kill Cindy and get back.

The detectives put together a scenario of Mark being the one who killed Cindy after seeing her with Erich. They bring their findings to the DA, Perez, who is upset with the new information. She tells them to clean things up and they leave.

Erich is taking a polygraph. They claim to bring up random questions for Erich to always answer yes to, so that they can determine when he is lying, but is uneasy when the tester asks if he murdered Cindy Strauss.

Hildy and Terry are going over the locations of phone calls with Kami. They find Mark at a construction site where they arrest him.

Erich goes on to the real questions for the polygraph. They finish and Erich leaves. Warren and the tester look at each other.

Hildy and Terry interrogate Mark. They tell him that they know he called Erich, and disappeared from the bar for two hours. Mark admits to calling Erich after Cindy’s death to yell at him. He tells them he left the bar to meet a married older woman. He doesn’t know her name or her number, but he did remember that she paid for his drinks with a credit card. He tells Terry and Hildy that he made fun of her manly doctor-like signature with just scribbles and lines.

They go back to the bar to look for the signature. They find her, Dr. Sally Smoot. While waiting to talk to her, they decide to talk about the kiss, but Dr. Smoot comes out. They ask her about her whereabouts. She tells them that she does not know Mark, and that she did not have sex with him. Hildy and Terry suspect she is lying and try to get her to fess up by telling her they will impound her car and check her phone records. She then admits to having sex with Mark that night in her car.

Bill tells Erich that his wife left him and needs to find her. Erich helps him by getting one of his workers to track her. Bill goes to a motel, knocking on the door where his wife is. She opens it and slaps him, telling him that he slept with Cindy but he denies it. She shows him a video of him and Cindy having sex, but doesn’t tell him where she got it, and slams the door in his face.

Mark is discharged from the jail, and Terry tells him to clean up after hearing all of the prescription drugs he was on.

Hildy tells Terry that Erich passed his polygraph test after it was released online. Molk makes an announcement about a karaoke birthday party. Hildy agrees to go, and forces Terry to go as well. The DA is on television, speaking about the polygraph, claiming it was staged in order to sway the public’s opinion. She tells them that she will prove Erich killed Cindy with hard facts.

At the karaoke party, Terry and Hildy talk about the kiss again, telling each other that it won’t happen again. Terry is called up to the stage. He sings “At Last” by Etta James. He is looking at Hildy the whole time, but she leaves.

When she reaches home, Erich is on her front porch. He tells her that he likes her and asks to take her out to dinner after he is found innocent. She tells him to get off of her property and not to come back. He whispers in her ear as he passes by, “To be continued.”
This episode opens with an anxious Erich, who is heading to his trial. He puts everyone in danger after telling his driver to go faster through traffic. Warren sees Erich is upset and tells him to calm down.

The trial begins with opening statements. The plaintiffs call Erich out on his lying, saying how it makes him look guilty. Warren’s opening statement calls out the DA for not having sufficient evidence to bring Erich down, reminding the jury that lawyers must prove their points “beyond reasonable doubt.”

While Hildy and Terry are practicing questioning for court, two drunk men start giving a couple at another table a hard time. Terry steps up, but after trying to leave, one of the men pushes him and he hits them both back, knocking them out.

At the Office, Terry gets ready for court, but Hildy seems bothered by something. She tells him that his wife’s death turned him more into a fighter, and recalled other times where his violence became an issue. Terry gets frustrated and leaves.

In court, Terry is questioned. He talks about Cindy (the murdered woman), Kevin Nyers and Erich’s lying. Warren grills Terry and other detectives for jumping to conclusions.

The coroner is questioned next. Warren asks about time of death, and how his conclusions are only estimations. He builds a scenario of what could have happened, and the coroner is left speechless.
Hildy meets with her ex husband who tells her he is two years clean. She tells him she is proud of him and they hug.

Back at court, Dr. Gibbs, the forensic scientist on the case, is questioned. She testifies that Erich is the father of Cindy's fetus, and that his seminal fluid was left in her mouth 15 minutes before her death.

Warren questions her accuracy on the seminal fluid, but she shuts him down with hard facts, and he finishes his questions, appearing stumped.

Hildy's ex husband meets with Terry at a diner. He apologizes for a fight that he got into with Terry a long time ago, and explains that he was jealous of his and Hildy's partnership. Terry asks if he feels better after apologizing and the ex husband says yes.

Bill Wilkerson and David meet with his wife, Barbara, and her lawyer for a divorce. Bill worries that he will be left bankrupt, and David reminds Barbara that she could easily look guilty for getting revenge on Cindy. Barbara gets upset and throws water on Bill and starts hitting him. He hits her back and she is knocked down onto the ground, unresponsive.

Terry meets with Walton (the drug addict) who confessed to killing Kevin Nyers. Terry apologized for hitting him in the interrogation room, taking Hildy's ex husbands advice. Terry asks Walton why he confessed to killing Kevin when he didn't. Walton explained to Terry that since he had no alibi, he knew he would end up with a harsher sentence if he resisted.

In court, Mark, Cindy's ex husband, is being questioned. He admits to seeing Cindy the day before her murder, and to calling Erich and being threatened by him. Warren questions Mark's violent past and asks about his alibi, but Mark appears to not remember much of the details. Mark asks the judge if he needs a lawyer, and the judge recommends he does.

The Plaintiffs bring up Dr. Sally Smoot to explain that she is Mark's alibi. Before they can begin questioning, the judge receives a letter and calls a recess.

Hildy and Terry arrive to an overdose scene. They find out that the person who overdosed was Mark. On his laptop is a suicide note which, confessing that he killed Cindy.
**Suck My Alibi**

Season 1  
Episode Number: 7  
Season Episode: 7

Originally aired: Monday July 21, 2014  
Writer: Steven Bochco, Eric Lodal, Brian Nelson  
Director: Michael Mayers  
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Tom Felton (Erich Blunt), James Cromwell (Warren Daniels), Richard Schiff (David Hertzberg), Nicole Ari Parker (District Attorney Jacqueline Perez), Currie Graham (Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (Edgar Navarro), Bess Rous (Ivana West), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan), Steven Weber (Bill Wilkerson)  
Guest Stars: Camille Balsamo (Kami Keefer), Courtney Ford (Tonia Pyne), Paula Marshall (Barbara Wilkerson), Jon Polito (Judge Greer), Cameron Richardson (Hannah Harkins), Daniel Robbins (Oli)  
Summary: An important witness turns up dead, potentially crippling the prosecution’s case. Sensing an opportunity, Erich Blunt’s high-profile attorney sets out to prove his client’s innocence.

In the DA’s office Inspector Hildy Mulligan, Inspector Terry English, and their team pour over the suicide note found at Mark Strauss’ crime scene. No one outside of the room knows about the note found on the laptop and they want to keep it that way for now. Down at the courthouse, both sides are in the Judge’s chambers trying to figure out what to do. The defense wants a recess until the police determine the cause of Strauss’s death but the prosecutor wants to continue; the judge decides to side with the prosecution and the trial continues. In the courtroom Bill Wilkerson, Blunt’s pilot, takes the stand admitting to knowing about Blunt’s affair with her but also admits to his own. Wilkerson was the one who found her body and, after he told Blunt, found it surprising that Blunt reacted so coldly to her death. Daniels, knowing about the affair and his recent altercation with his wife, takes the opportunity to suggest that maybe Bill killed Cindy.

Hildy and Terry are waiting for Wilkerson as soon as he’s done taking the stand and takes him in for questioning about the death of Mark Strauss. He didn’t like him, especially for hitting Cindy, but he didn’t do it and there’s surveillance to prove it. As he’s being questioned, his wife takes the stand about her knowledge of his affair and her husband’s whereabouts of the evening. The defense does their best to find a hole in her story but can’t as the wife has no reason to defend her future ex-husband now.

At the police station Jimmy, the head of Blunt’s security, stops by Terry’s desk to hand him the surveillance proving Wilkerson’s innocence. It’s then that we learn their connection: Jimmy used to work for the police and taught Terry much of what he knows. They both dislike each other’s handling of their careers and there’s always tension between them. Later on, Terry and
Hildy go to AppleSN headquarters to question Blunt’s girlfriend and acting CEO, Ivanna, about her whereabouts that evening. She claims that the computer can verify she was at the office, as it’s incapable of being tampered with, and that they are free to check the system. In the courtroom one of Blunt’s former employees, who came to the police despite her NDA, is on the stand testifying to his character and patterns. She says that Blunt drugged and raped her but the defense, knowing that she never reported it to the police, claims that it’s a lie and that she just wanted a pay day. That night at Blunt’s home the entire team is together in a mild panic; they desperately need Mark Strauss’ murder to come back as an accidental overdose.

As Hildy testifies Daniels recounts her administrative leave and her method of getting Blunt’s DNA; he thinks it’s reckless and she retorts that it’s smart cop work. He does his best to call her police work into question but she won’t take the bait and stands up to him on the stand. She also voices that with Blunt’s martial arts history it would have been easy for him to snap Cindy’s neck and kill her. After her testimony, she’s with English at the station going over something that’s bothering him — the way something is spelled in an email in the suicide note. Ivanna spelled it the same way as the suicide note and it’s not a normal spelling; after investigating into her alibi they find her fingerprints and hair at Strauss’ apartment, placing her there at the time of his death. When they interrogate her she asks for a lawyer, but Terry is smarter than that; he gets her to tell him the entire story based on a lesser charge. Ivanna had been prepared to kill Mark Strauss but didn’t have to; he did it himself by overdosing. She wrote the suicide note on his computer thinking it would get Blunt out of the trial and back to the company. As the DA finds out about the interrogation she’s upset, as now they will have to disclose the suicide note, which no one previously knew about. That evening, after everyone at the precinct has gone home, Terry and Hildy smash the laptop and ruin the hard drive; the suicide note is gone.
Win Some, Lose Some
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Originally aired: Monday July 28, 2014
Writer: Steven Bochco, Eric Lodal, Alison Cross
Director: Jesse Bochco
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Tom Felton (Erich Blunt), James Cromwell (Warren Daniels), Richard Schiff (David Hertzberg), Nicole Ari Parker (District Attorney Jacqueline Perez), Currie Graham (Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (Edgar Navarro), Bess Rous (Ivana West), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan), Steven Weber (Bill Wilkerson), Paula Marshall (Barbara Wilkerson), Peter Onorati (Jimmy Salter), Charles Baker (Chris Walton), Courtney Ford (Tonia Pyne), Jon Polito (Judge Greer), Cameron Richardson (Hannah Harkins), Dilshad Vadsaria (Jasmine), Howard Weitzman (Howard Weitzman), Javier Calderon (Carlson), Kellie Greene (II) (Court Clerk /Gwen), Julie Tolivar (Anchor), Bruce Turk (Foreperson)
Recurring Role: Paula Marshall (Barbara Wilkerson), Peter Onorati (Jimmy Salter)
Guest Stars: Charles Baker (Chris Walton), Courtney Ford (Tonia Pyne), Jon Polito (Judge Greer), Cameron Richardson (Hannah Harkins), Dilshad Vadsaria (Jasmine), Howard Weitzman (Howard Weitzman), Javier Calderon (Carlson), Kellie Greene (II) (Court Clerk /Gwen), Julie Tolivar (Anchor), Bruce Turk (Foreperson)

Summary: With the trial coming to an end, Daniels considers putting Blunt on the stand. Terry suspects that an earlier investigation just might have large holes that could change everything. Both sides make emotional closing arguments and the case goes to the jury.

While the trial continues, Inspector Terry English visits the inmate in prison from previous episodes that confessed to a crime he didn’t commit. Terry wants the truth of what happened to try and change the outcome but, even though the man gives him the truth, tells him to leave it alone; it’ll just hurt both of them even worse when nothing can be done.

Ivana, Erich Blunt’s acting CEO, testifies about the events of that night and admits to a sexual relationship with him. Though the prosecution tries, they are unable to prove that she would have any motive to kill Cindy. (Or protect Blunt, for that matter.) Meanwhile, Blunt is demanding that Daniels put him on the stand, stating that he’s the only one that can state the truth of what happened. After his security man, Jimmy, testifies Blunt takes the stand despite Daniels’ protests to his client. He tells the jury that he went to Cindy’s house that night to apologize to her for his outburst on the plane and to give her the flight attendant job back. He slept with her then left her house while she was still alive; he lied to the police because of what it looked like and how it would be perceived. Throughout Blunt’s testimony the prosecution shuts down most of the questions asked by Daniels, resulting in a frustrated defender. After a barrage of questions and admitting to paying off the other woman, Hannah, that testified, the prosecutor finally gets under Blunt’s skin; he tells him to ‘stop smiling at me like that.’ The jury can see the attitude and, furious at his client’s behavior, Daniels must now use closing arguments to fix it.
While closing arguments are taking place in the courthouse, Hannah and one of the detectives is sitting outside waiting. She’s upset and embarrassed about what’s been said about her when she was trying to help the prosecution and feels exposed. At Terry’s house after the jury begins deliberating, Terry is sleeping with his real estate agent that found him the house boat. She says she loves him after one date, as she thinks it’s a relationship, and Terry doesn’t as he’s still getting over the death of his wife. Furious, she throws her coffee at him and storms out. (She seems to be a bit clingy.) Elsewhere, the Wilkerson’s are meeting at their attorney’s offices as the wife picks a fight. It slips out that the sex video of Bill and Cindy was sent to her in an email anonymously. Later that evening Bill Wilkerson shows up at Blunt’s house, as his team has set up a schedule to keep an eye on him. After venting to Blunt about the video and other events of the day Blunt admits that he’s the one that sent the video; he had noticed that Bill was unhappy and thought it would get him out of his marriage; whether or not it was appreciated remains to be unseen.

The next morning the detectives at the precinct get a call; the jury has reached a verdict. As everyone reaches the courtroom the verdict is read; not guilty. (Wait, what?) Blunt and his team are thrilled while the detectives and prosecution are silent. Everyone files out and the only ones left in the room are Blunt and his team and Hildy and Terry. As Hildy and Terry leave Blunt follows them out to speak to them but is met with cold attitudes. Regardless of the verdict, they both tell the billionaire that they still think he did it. Blunt, knowing about double jeopardy, snidely states that they’re right: he killed ‘the dumb bitch’ and there’s nothing they can do about it now. He winks and leaves as the detectives stand devastated and angry.
Family Matters
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Originally aired: Monday August 4, 2014
Writer: Steven Bochco, Eric Lodal
Director: Bethany Rooney
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Tom Felton (Erich Blunt), James Cromwell (Warren Daniels), Richard Schiff (David Hertzberg), Nicole Ari Parker (District Attorney Jacqueline Perez), Currie Graham (Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (Edgar Navarro), Bess Rous (Ivana West), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan), Steven Weber (Bill Wilkerson)
Recurring Role: Charles Baker (Chris Walton), Jamie McShane (Justin Buenside), Peter Onorati (Jimmy Salter)
Guest Stars: Anne Gee Byrd (Betty Harbach), Larry King (Himself), William Lucking (James Harbach), Kyle S. More (Jeremy Leonard), Charles Shaughnessy (Adrian Ingalls), Rico E. Anderson (Isaiah Wilson), Emilio Fuentes (Franklin), Olivia Jordan (Jessica), Mariano Mendoza (Correction Officer), Michael Nipay-Padilla (D-Hop), Daniel Robbins (Oli), Pam Trotter (Discharge Clerk)
Summary: The aftermath of the Erich Blunt verdict finds the department probing a new death swirling around a drug-addled socialite and her husband. Meanwhile, it’s discovered that witnesses from the Kevin Neyers case have recanted their original statements.

With last week finding Erich Blunt not guilty of murdering Cindy Strauss, the Appleysn genius goes on The Larry King Show to tell his side of the story. In speaking his side he also claims responsibility of running his company while this entire ordeal was taking place, failing to credit the real person, Ivana, for running it. At the same time Hildy and Terry are back at the SFPD precinct with the rest of their team watching in disgust as Blunt plays the victim, even after confessing to Hildy and Terry that he did in fact kill Strauss. No one is happy with the outcome and the inspectors decide to try and prove that he committed another murder; the murder of his biological father, Kevin.

After their decision to go after Blunt again, Terry finds the two kids that witnessed the murder and speaks to them about what they saw, as he thinks they’re lying. After reassuring them that he’ll protect them they tell him the truth; it wasn’t the man that is in prison for the murder, it was someone else who held a gun to their head and made them swear they wouldn’t give him away. Afterwards Terry heads to the house of Blunt’s grandparents, James and Betty Harbach, wanting to speak to them again about Kevin’s murder. James is dying from cancer and it affects Terry, though not until afterwards. He tries to get as much info as he can but James refuses and tells him to get a warrant.
As they continue with this lead their boss, Lt. Kyoto, informs them that if they keep pursuing this, their careers will be over. Later that evening Terry and Hildy get called to a crime scene; it’s a new case and the Lieutenant thinks it’ll help get their minds away from Blunt. As Hildy is processing the crime scene her boss wants to make sure that her partner isn’t pursuing Blunt; she then speaks frankly about the meaning of loyalty. When Lt. Kyoto is confused she hints at the fact that she saw him kissing DA Jackie Perez, a married woman with powerful connections. Meanwhile Terry goes to the prison where the man accused of Kevin’s murder, Chris Walton, is serving time. While Terry shows a picture of James Harbach to Walton, who doesn’t recognize him, Hildy shows the photo to one of the kids that was a witness to the crime; he identifies Harbach as the man that killed Kevin.

At Applesn, Blunt’s company, Blunt is informed by his company lawyer that there’s a situation. Blunt follows him to find Ivana talking with his arch enemy, Jeremy Leonard, and immediately wants him thrown out. Ivana, having seen Blunt’s interview and knowing her worth, has formed a rival company with Leonard and is quitting Applesn. Blunt is angry, calling her names, before throwing them out of the building and punching a glass memo board, shards of glass falling on the ground.

Later on, as Wilkerson drops Blunt off at his home, Blunt walks up the steps to find Terry waiting for him at the top. Terry informs Blunt that James Harbach, his grandfather, committed suicide that morning after writing a note confessing that he killed Kevin, Blunt’s father. Terry knows that Blunt had hired his grandfather to kill Kevin and, though there isn’t evidence at the moment, he’ll find it and he’ll arrest Blunt. Terry leaves Blunt standing there angry and annoyed. At the precinct, Hildy and Terry meet with their boss; the gun that James killed himself with is the gun that killed Kevin. They mention that they think Blunt is connected to it but they’re shut down and told to leave it alone. The next day at San Quentin Prison, Chris Walton is finally released, his innocence being proven, and Terry is there waiting to take him home.
Blunt the Edge

Season 1
Episode Number: 10
Season Episode: 10

Originally aired: Monday August 11, 2014
Writer: Steven Bochco, Eric Lodal
Director: Jesse Bochco
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Tom Felton (Erich Blunt), James Cromwell (Warren Daniels), Richard Schiff (David Hertzberg), Nicole Ari Parker (District Attorney Jacqueline Perez), Currie Graham (Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (Edgar Navarro), Bess Rous (Ivana West), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan), Steven Weber (Bill Wilkerson)
Recurring Role: Charles Baker (Chris Walton), Camille Balsamo (Kami Keefer), Peter Onorati (Jimmy Salter)
Guest Stars: Anne Gee Byrd (Betty Harbach), Sam McMurray (Dexter Wesley), Rick Overton (Howard Toomey), James Cotton (Gopher), Jayne Entwistle (Molly George), Alexandra Harris (Jacqui), Olivia Jordan (Jessica)
Summary: Terry and Hildy focus on the Kevin Neyers murder and unearth shocking secrets.

Betty Harbach is in the office of David Hertzberg speaking with Erich Blunt. Her husband, James, set up an account for her before he killed himself so she would be taken care of, with Blunt funding the large amount of money, and leaving Betty in shock. Meanwhile, in ballistics, Hildy and Terry have found that the bullet from James Harbach and the bullet from Blunt’s biological father are a match. They trace the gun to Jimmy Seltzer, Blunt’s security and former PD officer. Jimmy informs them that he doesn’t know how Harbach got the gun, but that he might have an idea. Later, Jimmy goes to Erich Blunt and quits as well as asking him where the gun is that he gave Blunt. Blunt doesn’t respond; Jimmy already knows where it is.

Going off an idea they had the inspectors find that the suicide note written by James Harbach has indentations from a note that was written on it previously. The note stated for Betty to call David Hertzberg speaking with Erich Blunt. Her husband, James, set up an account for her before he killed himself so she would be taken care of, with Blunt funding the large amount of money, and leaving Betty in shock. Meanwhile, in ballistics, Hildy and Terry have found that the bullet from James Harbach and the bullet from Blunt’s biological father are a match. They trace the gun to Jimmy Seltzer, Blunt’s security and former PD officer. Jimmy informs them that he doesn’t know how Harbach got the gun, but that he might have an idea. Later, Jimmy goes to Erich Blunt and quits as well as asking him where the gun is that he gave Blunt. Blunt doesn’t respond; Jimmy already knows where it is.

Going off an idea they had the inspectors find that the suicide note written by James Harbach has indentations from a note that was written on it previously. The note stated for Betty to call David Hertzberg, Blunt’s lawyer, when she found that note. The two inspectors visit her home and speak to her and, while she’s not supposed to talk to them, they convince her to spill the info about the account. Betty shows them the folder and, aside from a charge she knew about, everything was normal except for a withdrawal- the amount that is the same amount Terry’s friend Chris received for selling drugs to Blunt’s father. The inspectors go to DA Perez with their findings but she, as well as her colleagues, refuse to charge him unless there’s undeniable proof. The inspectors go back to Betty to ask her about her knowledge of certain dates in the timeline and find that a life insurance salesman spoke with her looking for James; when he wasn’t there, he got back in his red sports car and left. The red sports car that Bill Wilkerson drives.
Wilkerson discovers what the cops know and shows up at Blunt’s house desperate and panicking about the situation. Blunt doesn’t trust him and, after forcing him to strip, finds a wire in his watch. As Wilkerson’s panic escalates Blunt admits that he had told Cindy to get rid of the fetus and she wouldn’t; he refused to be a father. He said her murder was sloppy but effective and he just helped the world get a head start on lowering the population. Blunt was smarter about killing his father, however, as he went through other people including Wilkerson and Harbach to have it done. He had given Harbach money for his grandmother so she would be taken care of.

At SFPD Blunt arrives, surprising everyone, wanting to speak with Terry and Hildy. He tells them that Wilkerson was the one that committed the crimes and he had confessed to Blunt at his house the night before. However, the cops don’t believe him and, knowing the truth, have outsmarted him: through a federal arrest warrant his phone was bugged and they have Blunt’s confession speech from the previous night on tape. In a moment that is entirely overdue Blunt is arrested for the murder of his father. Warren Daniels is in his office when David Hertzberg arrives; Blunt wants to hire him again to represent him. Daniels refuses, calling him a sociopath, as Hertzberg admits that he thought Blunt was innocent. Daniels reveals that he knew all along; Erich Blunt had actually failed the lie detector test. Hertzberg visits Blunt in jail informing him that Daniels won’t take his case and no one is on his side now, including him. Hertzberg resigns effective immediately as Blunt simmers in silence. Elsewhere, Hildy and Terry are celebrating their victory. As their phones ring, it’s short lived: Erich Blunt has committed suicide in his cell.
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**Episode Number: 11**

**Season Episode: 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Originally aired:</th>
<th>Monday June 8, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Writer:</strong></td>
<td>Eric Lodal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Director:</strong></td>
<td>Jesse Bochco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Show Stars:</strong></td>
<td>Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Laila Robins (Star), Emmanuelle Chriqui (Raffi Veracruz), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Currie Graham (Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (Edgar Navarro), A.J. Buckley (Marty &quot;Junior&quot; Mulligan), John Cothran Jr. (Captain Ernie Knubbins), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan), Mateus Ward (Dustin Maker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recurring Role:</strong></td>
<td>Camille Balsamo (Kami Keefer), Jamie McShane (M.E. Justin Benside)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guest Stars:</strong></td>
<td>Jimmy Bennett (Aliife Rentman), Alan Blumenfeld (Judge Templeton), Maria Brink (Herself), Inny Clemons (Walt Martin), Spencer Garrett (Dr. Frank Rentman), Maestro Harrell (Mason), Jason E Kelley (Zai), Adam O’Byrne (Kaleb Peat), Whitney Rose Pynn (Barbie), Mary Regan (Mary Rentman), Andy Allen (Defendant), Chris Candy (Moses Fist), Stanley Herman (Old Man), Srinivasap Kapavarapu (Clerk), James W. Lee (Doctor), Raymond Ma (Choo), Eugene Shaw (Brian Tran), Zach Tinker (Spether), Maria Volker (Mrs. Jensen), Mariah Wesley (Julianne Korn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary:</strong></td>
<td>When a couple of students open fire on a school bus in the center of the city, SFPD Detectives Terry English and Hildy Mulligan must work quickly to put an end to the threat.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the beginning of the episode, Lieutenant Jim Koto, the supervisor of the San Francisco Homicide Squad, asked for an update. It was regarding their investigation into a missing undercover officer named Sarah Tran. She had gone undercover in a prostitution ring, and had been missing four around four days.

Later that day, Inspector Hildy Mulligan, a homicide detective, and her partner, Inspector Terry English witnessed a school bus shooting as the bus. It had been out on a field trip, passed by them while interrogating the owner of a Korean food truck regarding Sarah.

Inside the bus, two teenagers, Dustin Maker and Alfie Rentman got out guns, and began to pepper the entire bus, and the cars outside the bus with rounds of bullets from an automatic gun.

While the children inside panicked, and tried to get out of the bus, the entire San Francisco Department, including Koto, Homicide Inspector David Molk and Homicide Inspector Walt Martin came to help resolve the situation. Terry tried to get near the bus, but managed to barely make it out unscathed. One of the kids, a boy named Mason was allowed to escape, and he confirmed to Hildy who the shooters were.
Meanwhile, Hildy called up her daughter Louise’s school, and told her teacher that her ex-husband will pick their daughter up from school, which was currently on lockdown.

Alfie then threw smoke grenades and told his partner that he was going to escape, and would finish "the game." Tactical, who came with Plain Clothes Detective Raffi Veracruz from the Gang Unit.

Afterwards, Dustin took a hostage after being confronted by Terry. It was after discovering that his pistol barrel was empty, forced them to shoot him down. However, this caused Alfie to shoot Koto in the leg before escaping.

At the convenience store, where they regrouped, they discovered that Dustin came from a poor family. Alfie was rather well to do, and that both had no history of violence. They then got a search warrant to raid the boy’s homes and discovered no one at home, and a couple of consoles, and laptops.

Back at the precinct, they were interrupted by Brian Tran. He was promised information once they got anything regarding his missing wife.

Terry and Hildy then interrogated the parents of Alfie. He discovered that he was a sociopath with a type of schizophrenia.

After talking to Dustin, who was stable at the hospital, they discovered that Alfie had gone to an underground warehouse concert, which Terry, Raffi and the others crashed. There, the two chased Alfie into a tunnel located near the bottom of the stage. However, they discovered that Alfie had managed to get out of the tunnel. Their radios buzzed with news of multiple shots being fired in the opposite building.

Meanwhile, Hildy went to the school to pick up her daughter as her ex-husband, Mike, was currently in Las Vegas and was drunk. There, she refused to tell her daughter how many children had died. Louise then told her mother that there were times in which she wished that her mother wasn't a cop, which she agreed to.
Schizofrenzy

Season 2
Episode Number: 12
Season Episode: 2

Originally aired: Monday June 15, 2015
Writer: Robert Munic
Director: Jesse Bochco
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Laila Robins (Star), Emmanuelle Chriqui (Raffi Veracruz), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Currie Graham (Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (SFPD Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro), A.J. Buckley (Marty "Junior" Mulligan), Mo McRae (Malcolm "Suger" Monroe), John Cothran Jr. (Captain Ernie Knubbins), Mateus Ward (Dustin Maker)
Recurring Role: Camille Balsamo (Kami Keefer), Jamie McShane (M.E. Justin Benside)
Guest Stars: Jimmy Bennett (Alfie Rentman), Inny Clemons (Walt Martin), Spencer Garrett (Dr. Frank Rentman), Jason E. Kelley (Zai), Adam O'Byrne (Kaleb Peat), Mary Passeri (Susan Hall), Clifton Powell (Ethan Rydel), Whitney Rose Pynn (Barbie), Mary Regan (Mary Rentman), Geoffrey Rivas (Chief Hernandez), Daniel Angelo (Blue Shirt), Trestin George (Angry Cop), Gordon Meacham (Norman Loeb), Aaron Norvell (ParaMil TAC 1), Renee Santos (C.S.I. Officer)
Summary: Tensions mount when the manhunt proves to be more difficult than expected. Terry is promoted to acting lieutenant and soon discovers the job comes with responsibilities more challenging than he expected.

The episode opened with the San Francisco Police Homicide Department discovering the body of Officer Walt Martin. He had been gunned down by the missing mass murderer Alfie Rentman in the old triad tunnels opposite the warehouse where a concert had been held earlier that evening. Because of this, and because Lieutenant Jim Koto was still out of commission due to the fact that Alfie had shot him in the leg. It was during the confrontation with Alfie and Dustin Maker at the school bus shooting, Homicide Inspector Terry English was immediately promoted to Lieutenant and Senior Inspector. Afterwards, he went out with Martin’s body and informed his wife of the bad news. While he did this, he instructed the rest of them to comb the tunnels and exits. They also discovered, thanks to some security camera footage, that Alfie had returned to the tunnels just four minutes before they had arrived.

During the sweep of the tunnels, Lara Cruz, a member of the department’s Gang Task Force Unit, and Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan’s brother, Marty “Junior” Mulligan. He was a member of the department’s special operations unit, who discovered Alfie’s bunker as they had heard some music coming from within the bunker.
There, they discovered that Alfie had left them some apples, music, and a letter which Hildy read out loud. Terry immediately recognized this as a riddle, inviting them to play this game with him.

The next day, after Terry was congratulated by the chief, he went to his favorite diner to grab a bite to eat, and shared his food with Lara, with whom he ended up hooking up with.

Meanwhile, Homicide Inspector David Molk followed up on Alfie's father, Dr. Frank Rentman. He had discovered a kill list with names of other students in Alfie's school on his wife's laptop. However, it turned out that Mary Rentman, had made the list as she had wanted to apologize to Alfie's friends regarding what had happened, but she quickly learned that she couldn't really do anything about it.

Back at the station, Terry and Hildy talked to Susan Hall who had taken in Alfie as she had noticed that his ear had been bleeding. She then told them that it seemed like he had mild schizophrenia as he had talked to himself, and didn't really hurt her. It was when she had discovered that he was one of the shooters that the police were looking for. He had taken a shower, gotten dressed in her son's clean clothes, and she had offered him some soup. She also mentioned that they had played checkers until he had won, kept on answering her by saying "beautiful point." He had casually laid his gun down on the table as if she knew that he had had it all along.

Kami Keefer, the department’s technician, informed them that Alfie had been sighted in different places but hadn’t hurt anyone so far. She then told them that she had discovered a simulation game on his laptop in which was set in a place like San Francisco, and which had places very much like the places Alfie had gone to. This explained why he had accepted Susan's help- in the game, if one ducked into a house, one would regain strength. The ending of the game showed one going to a lighthouse named "Beautiful Point." It had been embedded in the letter that he had left and was the name of an actual lighthouse.

There, they discovered that he had a blonde teenage girl named Barbie, and asked for Hildy as she had his letter. On the bridge, he told Hildy that she was the hero. It meant that she was the only one who could end the game by rescuing the "princess," Barbie, from him as he was the monster. He then pushed Barbie away, which allowed the officers situated around the lighthouse to take the shot to bring him down.
Blue on Blue

Season 2
Episode Number: 13
Season Episode: 3

Originally aired: Monday June 22, 2015
Writer: Danielle Nathanson
Director: Allison Anders
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Lieutenant Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Laila Robins (Jamie Nelson), Emmanuelle Chriqui (Raffi Veracruz), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Currie Graham (District Attorney Mario Siletti), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (SFPD Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro), A.J. Buckley (Marty "Junior" Mulligan), John Cothran Jr. (Captain Ernie Knubbins), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan), Mateus Ward (Dustin Maker)

Recurring Role: Jamie McShane (M.E. Justin Buenside)
Guest Stars: Jayce Dempsey (Jalil Thompson), Susan Diol (Denison), David Figlioli (Nick Torres), Lynn A. Henderson (Lashell Thompson), Marcus Hopsin (Fatty B), Jason E. Kelley (Zai), Adam Kulbersh (Aaron Mazur), Peter MacKenzie (Public Defender Sherman Brown), Jillian Murray (Suzy Q), Adam O'Byrne (Kaleb Peat), Geoffrey Rivas (Chief Hernandez), Ingrid Rogers (Holly), Bonnie Kathleen Ryan (M.E. Kirsten Roz), Tade Adeoyibi (Woman at Pancake Breakfast), Rob Artigo (Reporter 2), Avi Bernard (Uniform 2), Scott Broderick (Community Relations Officer), Julie Craig (Keyes), Karole Foreman (Polly Martin), Blake Gibbons (Bartender), Missy Hairston (Nurse), Jim Jansen (Chaplain Lynch), Denell Johnson (Man at Pancake Breakfast), Michelle Kennedy (Il) (Reporter 3), Kelly Lamarr (Elderly Black Man), Dejon LaQuake (Young Banger), Sarah Overman (Cathy Stone), Jonathan Palmer (Benson Jenkins), Dre Swain (Uniform 1)

Summary: With the city reeling, newly appointed District Attorney Mario Siletti promises justice. Elsewhere, the body of a young Chinese gang member found in an urban grow house sends Hildy into the dangerous world of drugs and gang politics.

The episode opened at the school. A memorial for the slain children in the school bus had been erected. Newly minted District Attorney Mario Siletti was immediately hounded by reporters, to whom he announced and promised to make sure that justice would indeed be served.

Later that night, Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan went with Lara Cruz. She worked for the Gang Unit, inside the "grow house," or the greenhouse where weed and drugs were grown, as a Chinese teenager named Victor Chen had been shot. What Lara found strange was that they were in a Filipino growhouse, and not a Chinese one. She also told Hildy that they had found thirteen-year-old Jalil Thompson. They had him in their custody, near the body with a twisted ankle, and
accidentally spilled the fact that he had been there with several other gang members. Back at
the station, Terry told them to charge Jalil and to hold him for a while as he was refusing to talk.
Hildy then got shocked as Terry announced that her new partner, for now, would be Homicide In-
spector Edgar Navarro; Inspector David Molk's partner would be Hildy's brother, Marty "Junior"
Mulligan, who had been working in the Vice Squad for some time.

The next day, at a community relations meeting with an all African-American community,
Terry met up with a man outside who had recognized him. After he left, Hildy recognized him as
the gang leader Malcolm "Sugar Cascade" Monroe.

Back at the station, after Internal Affairs interviewed Walt's partner, Detective Kaleb Peat
since he didn't look so well, Terry ordered him to go on a forced vacation.

At St. Ignatius Hospital, Lt. Jim Koto, who had been recuperating there, paid a visit to Dustin
Maker, whom he had shot. Angrily, he removed the plug from the television, and threw away his
flowers, and discovered that he had wanted Koto to shoot him in the head.

Meanwhile, his defense team, which included Aaron Mazur struggled to come up with a good
defense for Dustin, but as they were at their wit's end, Mazur suggested that they get Attorney
Jamie Nelson, who was now a professor at Stanford to help.

After meeting up with her, Jamie, much to her girlfriend's annoyance, found herself pouring
over the case files, and later pacified her girlfriend with a kiss.

Meanwhile, Medical Examiner Justin Burnside told Terry that based on the evidence, another
cop had shot Walt at close range, which made Terry get a list of cops who were in the North
tunnel with Walt that night.

Later, Molk and Junior went to the stripper bar where the missing cop was last seen but ran
into another dead end.

The next day, Sugar Cascade discovered that it was his cousin that had shot Victor Chen.
It was worrying because they were in business with Victor's cousin, Andy Chen. Later, Jalil
confessed to the crime, but Hildy and Navarro didn't believe him.

That night, Terry told Hildy about what he had discovered, who in turn told her new partner
the next day and warned him not to tell Molk as Molk had been on the list. However, Molk put
two and two together as ballistics had tested his gun. He then told Terry that Kaleb had been
right beside Walt when he died and after having Kaleb's gun tested, discovered that he had killed
Walt.

However, when they burst into his room, they discovered that he had shot himself, but what
was odd was that there was no suicide note to be seen.
The episode began with Jamie Nelson stepping up to protect Dustin Maker from getting transferred out of the hospital to the county jail.

The next morning, San Francisco Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan’s and Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro paid a visit to Mrs. Thompson, the mother of Jalil Thompson. He confessed to murdering a member of a different crew in a grow house, even though they all knew that he hadn’t done it. After refusing to talk to them, the two discovered that Mrs. Thompson now had a new television with surround sound.

Afterwards, Malcolm “Suger” Monroe decided to teach his nephew, the one who Jalil was covering for, a lesson by binding his arms, legs, and mouth in duct tape. He threw him into a wall, which they nail gunned shut.

Meanwhile, Homicide Officer Marty “Junior” Mulligan and Homicide Inspector David Molk paid a visit to the strip club where missing undercover officer Sarah Tran worked at. He learned that it seemed like she had problems at home with her husband. Afterwards, Molk decided to accept the lap dance that Junior had paid for him.
San Francisco Police Department Gang Unit and Tactical Officer Rafaela “Raffi” Veracruz and her partner, Gang Unit Officer Isaiah “Zai” Wilson, then paid a visit to their criminal informant, Sharisse. It led them right into one of Suger’s money stash houses, only to learn that they had been set up. Suger had grown more cautious ever since Hildy and Navarro stepped on his turf, which made Raffi upset. It was since she had only been one week away from arresting the biggest kingpin in the area, and let Hildy know so.

Back at the station, Dustin’s parents informed Hildy that they never noticed any signs of violence from him before. At the lobby, Jamie Nelson and Aaron Mazur encouraged them not to talk to the cops without Aaron present. Jamie then asked if Dustin had been abused as a child, but they told them that he hadn’t been abused. Jamie didn’t believe it as Dustin fit the profile of someone who had been exposed to violence at a young age. It caused him to feel that he wasn’t of any use in this life. Later on, a psychological evaluation was given to Dustin, in which he was found to be very much sane.

Lieutenant Jim Koto stepped in for a bit to get some folders of some pending cases, and Lieutenant Terry English discovered that Officer Kaleb Peat had talked to Captain Ernie Knubbins the night before he had killed himself. Later that night, Terry waited for Raffi after a Jewish service in order talk, and she broke things off with him. She knew that a relationship with him wouldn’t be very healthy for her.

Later that night, Jamie informed her partner, Holly, that she was taking Dustin’s case. It caused Holly to become upset as she knew that her partner would just be focused on the case.

The next day, Raffi talked to Suger. Before leaving, she threatened him as she knew all about his sister.

Afterwards, Suger released his nephew, who was still alive, and who had learned his lesson.

Back at the station, Brian Tran came in. He let them hear a message from his wife who was alive and just wanted some space to think about things. Afterwards, Hildy and Terry were called by Medical Examiner Justin Burnside. He had discovered, in his second examination of Kaleb’s body, that Kaleb hadn’t killed himself as there was a blow torch burn done posthumously on his chin.
The episode began with Dustin Maker getting transferred to prison; and with Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan coming in late to work because of her daughter, Louise Mulligan.

Meanwhile, at the prison’s visiting area, Dustin refused to tell Jamie Nelson more about the accident in which he had broken his arm when he was six years old. He told her that he wanted to plead guilty and wanted the death penalty so that he would no longer live in this world.

After welcoming back Lieutenant Jim Koto, Terry told Hildy to clear her brother, Special Operations Officer Marty “Junior” Mulligan from suspicion, while he would do the same with Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro. He had been skipping work as of late to take care of the arrangements for his daughter’s upcoming quincenera, and as he had to pick up his younger brother who had just gotten out of prison.

However, when Hildy confronted her brother of his frequent drinking habit, Junior becoming irritable and defensive, and stormed back into his house.

Back at the department, Alyssa paid Molk a visit, and reconnected with him. Meanwhile, Terry told Koto that Detective Walt Martin had been killed by Officer Kaleb Peat. It led Koto to release a statement that Martin’s death had been caused by Kaleb’s gun, as a result of friendly fire.
Later that night, due to a tip from Commander Criolla, Gang Unit and Tactical Officer Rafaela "Raffi" Veracruz and her partner witnessed Malcolm "Suger" Monroe and his lieutenant enter a Chinese restaurant. They told them that Jalil Thompson was the one who had killed Victor Chen.

At the District Attorney’s office, District Attorney Mario Siletti had dinner there with his wife and teenage son. He refused to go to school, and suggested that his father seek the death penalty for Dustin.

At a diner, Hildy and Terry agreed to confront Junior regarding Kaleb’s death after discovering that his brand of alcohol matched the one found at Kaleb’s apartment, that he had a blow torch. The bullet wound on Kaleb’s neck had been fake by using a blow torch on his chin, and as Junior and Kaleb had gotten into a fight before.

After confronting him, Hildy discovered that Junior had been cheating on his wife. He had gone to meet the girl to break up with her when Kaleb was killed. The name of his mistress was Alyssa, the same girl who, the next morning, woke up in bed at a hotel room where she and Molk had spent the night. Afterwards, the pair attended Navarro’s daughter’s quincinera, where Junior was as well.

Terry tried to talk to Navarro, who shut him down, and acted like he didn’t really like Kaleb a lot.

Meanwhile, Jamie surprised the court by saying that Dustin pled guilty, and accepted all the charges and punishments that were being laid out in front of him.

Back at the department, Hildy became emotional after learning that Jalil had been killed in juvenile hall. She promptly went there in order to comfort Jalil’s grieving mother.
Oh, Mexico

Season 2
Episode Number: 16
Season Episode: 6

Originally aired: Monday July 13, 2015
Writer: Danielle Nathanson
Director: Jesse Bochco
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Laila Robins (Jamie Nelson), Emmanuelle Chriqui (Raffi Veracruz), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (SFPD Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro), A.J. Buckley (Marty “Junior” Mulligan), Mateus Ward (Dustin Maker), Mo McRae (Malcolm “Suger” Monroe)
Recurring Role: Camille Balsamo (Kami Keefer), Jamie McShane (M.E. Justin Buen-side)
Guest Stars: Jose Joey Abril (Cristobal "Cris" Navarro), Kwesi Boakye (Kormega), Corinne Boehr (Lydia Maker), Vanessa Bell Calloway (Veronza Erwin), Chris Ellis (Judge Mitchell Ellis), Gary Grubbs (Dr. Richard Furdon), Marcus Hopsin (Fatty B), Adam Kulbersh (Aaron Mazur), Andy Mackenzie (McCray Stanton), Molly McCook (Rian Green), Ken Narasaki (Hayate Koto), Geoffrey Rivas (Chief Hernandez), Channon Roe (Riley Maker), Bonnie Kathleen Ryan (M.E. Kirsten Roz), Vaughn Wilkinson (Officer Billy Curtis), Rick Chambers (Reporter Chuck Johnson), Tom Costello (Crosby), Cesar Garcia (Gutierrez), David Joyner (Reporter 2), Sherry Mandujano (Clerk), Shawn-Caulin Young (Travis)

Summary: Terry and Hildy find themselves investigating people within their own department. Jamie digs into Dustin’s past. Suger searches for answers as someone close to him disappears, then makes a shocking discovery.

The episode began with Malcolm “Suger” Cascade discovering that his sister, Tenea Cascade, had been released early from prison. However, as the day went by, he became increasingly frustrated. It was after discovering that he couldn’t get in touch with her at all and that she hadn’t even swung by their mother’s place. Later, he became even more worried after discovering that Tenea lived in a building owned by the Chans.

At court, Judge Templeton ordered that Dustin Maker undergo another psychological evaluation. It would be done by a doctor prescribed by the court before he even considered accepting Dustin’s guilty plea. Later, Jamie Nelson paid a visit to Dustin’s parents. He became disturbed that neither of them had gone to take care of Dustin at the hospital when his arm had been shattered in a machine accident while staying his uncle for the summer. It was especially as he had been six years old at that time.

Meanwhile, Lieutenant Jim Koto got a surprise visit from his father and Chief Hernandez, as the chief promoted him. However, Koto was reluctant to leave his department alone.

Afterwards, he instructed Homicide Inspector Terry English and Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan to continue looking into the death of Homicide Detective Kaleb Peat. He told Homicide...
Officer Marty "Junior" Mulligan to investigate the death of Jalil Thompson. Later, Gang Task Unit Officer Raffi Veracruz decided to help Junior in his investigation. However, they didn’t get many leads from the security camera footage at the Juvenile Detention Center where Jalil had been.

Homicide Inspector David Molk then went to Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro’s house as he hadn’t been to the office in quite a while. However, he discovered that no one was home, and saw some Nazi Brotherhood members staking out the house.

Back at the department, after discovering that Kaleb had notes on some of the members of the Nazi Brotherhood, and had sent Navarro’s personal information to some gang members, they talked to Junior’s criminal informant within the Brotherhood at a strip club. There, they discovered that the Brotherhood was after Navarro’s younger brother, who had just been released. The Brotherhood had gotten Navarro’s family’s details from Kaleb, who was on the Brotherhood’s payroll. After talking to Molk, they realized that Navarro was going to flee to Mexico.

At the morgue, Raffi and Junior discovered that Jalil’s body had gone missing. Medical Examiner Justin Burnside then ruled it as an "inside job."

Later, Koto confronted Terry about the truth behind Kaleb’s death. He had received an interesting report regarding the criminal informant that Junior and Hildy had talked to. After looping Koto in, their hunch that Navarro was escaping to Mexico paid off. He had withdrawn ten thousand dollars using his card, as the customs official who was supposed to let them in had demanded ten thousand more than Navarro had on hand.

At court, the judge accepted Dustin’s guilty plea. He told them that the sentencing hearing would be scheduled after several weeks.

At Suger’s, Suger hooked up with his girlfriend but wasn’t really concentrating. He then received a box which contained a note that read "Blood for Blood," and Tenea’s severed head.
State of the Union

Season 2
Episode Number: 17
Season Episode: 7

Originally aired: Monday July 20, 2015
Writer: Eric Lodal
Director: Reginald Hudlin
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Lieutenant Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Laila Robins (Jamie Nelson), Emmanuelle Chriqui (Raffi Veracruz), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (SFPD Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro), A.J. Buckley (Marty "Junior" McCormack), Mo McRae (Malcolm "Sug" Monroe), John Cothran Jr. (Captain Ernie Knubbins), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan), Mateus Ward (Dustin Maker)

Recurring Role:
Guest Stars: Ronnie Gene Blevins (Al Taylor), George Kee Cheung (Andy Chan), Josh Clark (Martin John "Senior" McCormack), Breon Gorman (Sandra McCormack), Austin Highsmith (Regina Peat), Natalie Alyn Lind (Daisy), Michael Maize (Neil Whitford), Billy Malone (Commander Criolla), Sarah Jane Morris (Mary McCormack), Troy Ruptash (Beau), Bonnie Kathleen Ryan (M.E. Kirsten Roz), Elijah Cook (Banger 1), Lawrence Kao (Asian Man), Ramsey Krull (Tim), Juette Raphael (Uni), Lara Maria Silva (Marciella Navarro), Franco Vega (C.B.P. Officer), Jane Widdop (Steffi McCormack)

Summary: Terry and Hildy head to Mexico when truths emerge about Navarro. Meanwhile, a fuming Suger prepares for war, and unforeseen developments mark Raffi’s investigation into Suger.

The episode began with Homicide Officer Marty “Junior” Mulligan making a collection for Commander Criolla, his “connection” to the Police Union, and told him that he wanted out.

The next morning, at the US Border Inspection to Mexico, Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro was stopped. It was after being tagged with a "Law Enforcement Alert," which led him to a detention room. He was confronted by Homicide Lieutenant Terry English, Homicide Inspector David Molk and Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan. He then explained that he had brought his brother into Mexico, and told them that he couldn’t have killed Homicide Detective Kaleb Peat. He had been with Homicide Officer Walt Martin’s mother as he had helped out with the funeral arrangements.

At the local prison, Attorney Aaron Mazur discovered from Dustin Maker that they had gotten the guns off the internet, and the flash bombs by using his partner’s mother’s connection to the military base at Modesto.

Later that night, in retaliation for the death of his sister, Malcolm "Sug" Cascade killed one of Andy Chan’s men.

The next morning, Jamie Nelson paid a visit to Dustin’s uncle. He told her that Dustin had broken his arm when he was six as he had not been careful with the tools in the garage. Jamie also discovered that Dustin’s uncle had also taught him how to hunt. After following Dustin’s
rebellious female cousin, she discovered that Dustin had been sent home after he "broke the rules." He had punched her in the face for calling him a name after he fell down while playing soccer with her brothers. However, Dustin clammed up after Jamie told him that she knew that his uncle had caused him arm to break. Dustin's cousin mentioned that her father, whom she was scared of, used to "discipline" her brothers and Dustin.

While Terry and Hildy took a look at a drive-by shooting in which Suger's men had died in Chinatown, Navarro struggled with problems at home. Officer Raffi Veracruz began to get suspicious of Criolla's wrong tip about a possible grow house tip. Later, when Kaleb's sister passed by for Kaleb's things, she mentioned that he and Walt had been talking about joining the Police Union together.

Later that night, at the McCormack house, Junior asked for help from his father, Martin John McCormack, who, later told Hildy that he was proud of her, something that he didn't do very often.

Later, Suger agreed to meet Andy Chan. He told him that he didn't kill Suger's sister and that they were being set up by a third party who wanted a gang war so that he could take over the entire operation himself.

The next morning, Junior's father confronted Criolla, who told him that if he reported him, then the Union, which Martin had been a member of, would also go down with it.

Meanwhile, thanks to a tip from Lieutenant Jim Koto, Terry and Molk found the Nazi Brotherhood's second in command. They forced him to remove to hit on Navarro's family by threatening him.

Koto then got a phone call as Sarah Tran's body had been found. It turned out that she had died of asphyxiation, had been garroted and had been dead for six weeks. It begged the question of who had sent the voice mail to her husband three weeks ago.
Out of the Shadows
Season 2
Episode Number: 18
Season Episode: 8

Originally aired: Monday July 27, 2015
Writer: Jonathan Abrahams
Director: David Boyd
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Lieutenant Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Laila Robins (Jamie Nelson), Emmanuelle Chriqui (Raffi Veracruz), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Currie Graham (District Attorney Mario Siletti), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (SFPD Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro), A.J. Buckley (Marty "Junior" McCormack), Mo McRae (Malcolm "Suger" Monroe), John Cothran Jr. (Captain Ernie Knubbins), Mateus Ward (Dustin Maker)
Recurring Role: Camille Balsamo (Kami Keefer), Marcus Hopsin (Fatty B), Jason E. Kelley (Zai), Adam Kulbersh (Aaron Mazur)
Guest Stars: Corinne Bohrer (Lydia Maker), Vanessa Bell Calloway (Veronza Ervin), George Kee Cheung (Andy Chan), Chris Ellis (Judge Mitchell Ellis), Jamie Luner (Cassie Siletti), Billy Malone (Commander Criolla), Jen Nikolaisen (Maggie), Channon Roe (Riley Maker), Ben Stillwell (Michael Siletti), Jade Tailor (Alyssa), Kate Butler (Woman), Michael Carter (II) (Bailiff), Yong Kim (Restaurant Worker), Eugene Shaw (Brian Tran)
Summary: Junior reveals new details, possibly giving leverage to Hildy and Terry in their investigation. Meanwhile, the trial of Dustin Maker kicks off with opening statements, and Suger receives startling information about his sister from a surprising source.

The episode began with Gang Task Force Unit Officer Raffi Veracruz and her partner watching the funeral of Suger Cascade’s sister. Upon seeing them, he went to her and asked her what she knew about his sister, but she denied ever having said that.

Back at the station, Kami Keefer went to see if she could salvage any information. They need to know whoever had bought the burner phone that was used to send Brian Tran a message from his dead wife. After talking to Lieutenant Jim Koto, he and Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan and Homicide Lieutenant Terry English realized that Sarah Tran’s death had been staged. He decided that it wasn’t a coincidence that it reminded them of Homicide Detective Kaleb Peat’s death. However, Koto told them to focus first on Sarah’s death and had them place Kaleb’s case with the Cold Cases department.

Meanwhile, Raffi began to question Commander Michael Criolla’s motives. It was after he suddenly took her off the Suger Cascade case. Later that night, she told Suger that Criolla had it out for Suger as he was the one who had his sister jailed on a trumped-up charge.

The next day, he confronted Andy Chan about what they should do next but was told not to go to war with the police force.

Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti found himself finding it difficult to balance his family life and the upcoming trial. His son, Michael, was falsely accused of insulting a teacher, and had been
suspended. Later, upset that his father never really listened to him, ran off, which worried his mother. Siletti tried practice his opening statement in front of her over dinner. The next day, Cassie Siletti panicked after learning that there had been a bomb threat at Michael’s school. She became worried that Michael was the threat. However, it turned out that he had just gone out camping in order to get away from things for a while.

Meanwhile, at the station, Hildy forced her brother, Marty "Junior" Mulligan to talk to her about his problems. She decided to give him the seventy grand he owed the Union in exchange for him spilling the beans to her and Terry regarding the Union. Terry remembered that Kaleb and his now dead partner also were part of the Union. Junior then told them that they had to be careful as no one knew who exactly was in it. He told them that Criolla had recruited him while he was still in the Vice Unit. He then told them that the strip club he frequented was being used as a front, and the girls, specifically Alyssa, was used as a messenger. They then realized that that particular strip club was where Sarah had gone undercover.

Junior then set up a meeting with Alyssa. She refused to talk to Hildy, and to Homicide Inspector David Molk, who was her new boyfriend.

However, they ended up arresting Criolla. It was after Kami discovered footage of Criolla being the one who had bought the burner phone that was used to contact Brian Tran, and after they discovered the weapon that murdered Sarah.

At court, Siletti advocated for capital punishment for Dustin Maker, while his lawyer, Jamie Nelson lobbied to save his life.

Meanwhile, in a different room, Criolla’s lawyer came, only to shoot him dead in the chest.
**Summary:**

While Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan and Homicide Lieutenant Jim Koto watched the security footage of the murder of Commander Michael Criolla, Aaron Mazur and Jamie Nelson prepared for a day in court at the Dustin Maker trial. However, before leaving the hotel room, Homicide Inspector Terry English gave his testimony of the day of the school bus attack, and later hooked up with Raffi. Afterwards, Raffi mentioned to him that she had told Anthony “Suger” Cascade that Criolla had falsely had Suger’s sister incarcerated.

Meanwhile, Suger began the process of having a third of his legal assets liquidated.

After the proceedings of the day, Jamie contacted Holly, who agreed to meet her later that night.
Back at the station, Hildy told her brother, Marty "Junior" McCormack that she believed that the Union had ordered the hit on Criolla. They were then surprised to learn that Management Control had decided to conduct an audit on their performance, due to Criolla’s death. This led to Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro being scrutinized for taking several days off to sneak his brother into Mexico. Koto also was under fire from Chief Hernandez regarding Terry’s lead on the fact that Suger might be connected to Criolla’s murder. Later, Koto became a little bit disappointed to discover that Suger wasn’t connected to Criolla’s death as Terry knew, based on his interview with Suger, that he didn’t do it. However, Navarro and Homicide Inspector David Molk discovered that the assassin who had killed Criolla had been used before by the Menendez Cartel and was known as the "Bruja Blanca" or the White Witch.

Back at the Maker trial, Mary Rentman related how Dustin had begun hanging around Alfie Rentman more often after learning that she worked at the Modesto Military base. It was also revealed that she lived on the top floor of their triplex, and locked her apartment doors as she was scared of her own son.

Later, thanks to a witness who had come forward to Junior, Suger was arrested for the murder of John Lu, whose case Junior was handling. Before Suger was interrogated though, Terry pulled Raffi aside, and told her that he knew that Raffi was playing both sides, and told her to figure out which side she belonged on.

However, even if Junior’s collar was good, Suger was released on a one million bail. Later, while getting some records for the Cascade case, the guard on duty gave him a note from the Union, who demanded that he pay them by Friday, which was two days away. He wanted to pay them right away, but Hildy persuaded him to wait until Friday.

Later that night, Jamie was surprised to see that Holly had brought her lawyer along, and made a scene in public before walking out. However, this scene had been recorded by someone at the restaurant, and quickly went viral, which was how Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti got to see it on YouTube.

Meanwhile, Hildy and Junior met up with their father, Martin John "Senior" McCormack so that he could explain the framework of the Union to them. He then advised them to be careful as they were a bunch of "dangerous cops". However, Hildy corrected her father by saying that those "cops" were "criminals", and that she was going to bring them all to justice.
The episode began with Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan getting warned by Management Control’s Nick Torres to not be so involved with her brother, Officer Marty “Junior” McCormack for the time being. However, this only fuelled Hildy’s determination to hunt down the head of the Union. She and Homicide Lieutenant Inspector Terry English would do it by following Junior’s money. It was when he made the drop to pay off his debts using the money loaned to him by Hildy.

Meanwhile, before reaching the courtroom, Jamie Nelson, thanks to a video of her public tirade against her ex-wife Holly going viral, she was besieged by reporters, which didn’t faze her one bit.

At court, Hildy testified under Jamie’s questioning, as to what had happened when she rescued a female classmate of Alfred “Alfie” Rentman, Dustin Maker’s partner in crime, from him, which resulted in his death.

Afterwards, under Jamie’s questioning, Dr. Frank Rentman informed the court that Alfie, as a sociopath, could manipulate anyone he wanted. During Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti’s cross-examination, it was revealed that Alfie was more of a leader than a follower. This worked to Dustin’s advantage, as it painted a picture of Alfie being the mastermind behind everything.

Back at the station, Medical Examiner Justin Burnside informed Hildy and Terry that they had recovered Jalil Thompson’s body, which had gone missing due to misplaced toe tags.

Later that day, Jamie revealed to the court that the trauma surgeon who had repaired Dustin’s arm when he had been brought in to the Emergency Room when he was six years old. He had noted that Dustin’s parents never called him and that he suspected that Dustin had sustained the broken arm due to his uncle’s physical abuse. However, Siletti tried to prove that the doctor was biased against Dustin’s family.
Later that night, Holly visited Jamie, and the two parted ways amicably.

The next day, Dustin was called to the stand after a forensic psychologist who said that Dustin’s early childhood abuse could have caused this to happen. There, it was revealed that he had partnered up with Alfie as he wanted his life to be over and because his classmates were too happy. He also admitted that he had been abused as a child, during which his mother left the room. It was also revealed that Dustin had no idea that Alfie had a bigger plan in mind. It was that he would killed by a cop after taking a classmate hostage and that he had never reported the abuse as he had been ashamed of what had happened to him. Crying, he then showed remorse for what he had done and admitted that even so, it wouldn’t change the past.

The next day, during their closing statements, Siletti argued that justice should be sought by giving Dustin the death penalty.

Jamie, on the other hand, argued that Dustin, who had been abused and abandoned, had been manipulated by Alfie, and reminded the court not to "substitute vengeance for justice."

Later that night, Junior, Hildy and Terry followed Alyssa after Junior paid his debts. After leaving it in a dumpster in front of a house, Junior followed Alyssa, who had left, leaving Terry and Hildy behind. During their stake-out, the two caught up with each other, and Hildy told Terry that she didn’t want to become more than just partners with him.

Later, they discovered that the head of the Union was none other than Nick Torres.
The episode picked up right after the events of the previous episode, wherein Homicide Lieutenant Inspector Terry English and Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan took Management Control’s Nick Torres to a safe house, where he was questioned and confronted by the pair and by Homicide Officer Marty “Junior” McCormack, who believed that Torres was the head man of the Union. However, Torres insisted that he wasn’t, and looked surprised to hear about Commander Michael Criolla’s death. He then accepted Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti’s deal, in which he would give up the names of those who were under him, as he was a captain in the Union, and would drop Junior’s money off at the designated drop off point. In return, he would resign from the force and receive no charges against him.

However, the next day, they discovered that they had been set up as the one who came to pick up the cash was a clueless teenager.

Meanwhile, at a salon, Anthony “Suger” Cascade warned Fatty B not to do anything, and to dig some more into the supposed witness that was going to testify against him.

While that happened, Alyssa went to Homicide Inspector David Molk’s place, and confessed that she didn’t want to go back to work anymore.

At prison, Jamie Nelson visited Dustin Maker, whom she tried to comfort, despite the fact that she herself was lonely due to her recent divorce.

Back at the station, Lieutenant Jim Koto and Siletti managed to put away five cops. However, Terry still couldn’t understand why the pick-up hadn’t happened earlier that day, and wondered why they couldn’t connect Torres to Criolla’s death or Sarah Tran’s murder.
Later, Hildy, much to the annoyance of Junior, re-interviewed his witness, Marissa Lee, in the case against Suger, as Sergeant Raphaelle "Raffi" Veracruz had warned them that Marissa was an unreliable witness, as she had dealt with her before. After the interview, Hildy discovered that Marissa had indeed been lying to them.

Later on, after spending some time with Alyssa, Molk told Terry that Alyssa had told him that she knew that there was prostitution going on at the Invisible Hand, and that a cop was running it, which made them suspect Junior, as he was the only cop that they had seen there, and because all the girls went to him.

After informing Hildy, Terry confronted Junior, and told him that he had one minute to confess and to resign from the force with no charges on his record, thanks to his sister. After admitting to it, he told Hildy that he had called Alyssa to cancel the pick up earlier on.

Meanwhile, Suger confronted Fatty B in his car, as he had known that he had told Andy Chan that he was going to take over Suger's empire. Fatty B then drew a gun on him, and took his gun. However, as Fatty B hesitated to pull the trigger, Suger got back his gun, and the two face each other, guns pointed at each other.
Number Thirty Nine

Season 2
Episode Number: 22
Season Episode: 12

Originally aired: Monday August 24, 2015
Writer: Jonathan Abrahams
Director: Jesse Bochco
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Laila Robins (Jamie Nelson), Emmanuelle Chriqui (Raffi Veracruz), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Currie Graham (District Attorney Mario Siletti), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (SFPD Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro), A.J. Buckley (Marty "Junior" McCormack), Mo McRae (Anthony "Suger" Cascade), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), John Cottin Jr. (Captain Ernie Knubbins), Mateus Ward (Dustin Maker), James Cromwell (Warren Daniels)

Recurring Role: Camille Balsamo (Kami Keefer), Chris Ellis (Judge Mitchell Ellis), Marcus Hopsin (Fatty B), Adam Kulbersh (Aaron Mazur), Channon Roe (Riley Maker)

Guest Stars: George Kee Cheung (Andy Chan), Grantham Coleman (Rashad "RC" Carroll), Delon de Metz (Tarik), Jade Tailor (Alyssa), Diana I. Wilson (Sherri), Gary Carlos Cervantes (Yates), James Chiariello (Uniform Cop), Devon Elora (Siletti's Secretary (Barbara)), Asia'h Epperson (Wendy), Jesse Henecke (McGeorge), Scott People (Jimmy), Amy Rogers (Belinda), Joe Russell (II) (Theo Winn), Ebonay Wilson (Yolanda)

Summary: Terry and Hildy swarm in on a murder suspect. Fatty B tries to push Potrero in a new direction and the trial of Dustin Maker reaches a climactic verdict.

The episode picked up right where it left off in the previous episode, with Homicide Inspector David Molk taking Alyssa out to dinner. However, during their dinner, Molk confessed that he saw the safe in her apartment, and asked her to tell him everything, in exchange for immunity and possible relocation. Lieutenant Jim Koto agreed to, after being informed by Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan and Homicide Lieutenant Inspector Terry English.

Meanwhile, Marty "Junior" McCormack stopped by to gather the rest of his stuff. He promised his sister that he would get cleaned up for the sake of his daughters and wife.

Hildy and Terry then met up with Molk, who was at Alyssa's apartment, with a team who were tearing the place apart, as Alyssa had suddenly gone missing. After promising Terry that there was a good explanation for her running away, they opened the safe and discovered that it was empty.

Meanwhile, Fatty B met up with Andy Chan. He told him that he and his crew were willing to do his dirty work so that they could work together, as Protrero was now his.

It later turned out that Anthony "Suger" Cascade had decided to go to Tahiti, along with Sergeant Raphaelle "Raffi" Veracruz. She had decided to take a leave of absence so that she...
could figure things out due to the events of the past few days. However, before she left, Terry suggested that she come back, as they did need her around.

Hildy and Terry were then pulled away from the Union case for a while. They had another case to solve, which they closed right away.

Meanwhile, Molk met up with Alyssa and learned that the head man had paid her a visit, which scared her, prompting her to leave.

While they did this, Judge Mitchell Ellis reached his final decision regarding the sentence that would be imposed on Dustin Maker. After being sentenced to death, Dustin cried and was comforted by Jamie Nelson. She told him that they could still appeal the decision, and promised to be with him every step of the way.

Afterwards, Chief Prosecutor Mario Siletti was congratulated. He was being offered a chance to run as Attorney General. However, he was interrupted by an urgent phone call from Koto.

Back at the station, Knubbins, thanks to an encrypted email that Kami Keefer found which linked him to the murder of Commander Michael Criolla, was arrested.

He then refused to talk until his lawyer, James Cromwell came, who then offered Siletti terms that none of the inspectors were happy with, but was alright with Siletti since they would be able to get more names of corrupt cops.

Later, speaking hypothetically, in an interview with Hildy and Terry, Knubbins told them how all of the cases were related to each other.

It turned out that the Union had gotten too big for its own good. It caused him to start a war between Chan and Suger so that he could get most of the profits instead of splitting it between three people.

With regards to Sarah Tran, it turned out that she had discovered what the Union had been up to at the club, which was why Detective Walt Martin and Detective Kaleb Peat were ordered to kill her.

However, after discovering that she was an undercover cop, Kaleb was ordered to kill Walt as he was about to come forward. Kaleb had gotten sloppy, which led to his staged suicide, and Knubbins had Criolla killed and framed for Sarah’s murder, as he was now a loose end.

Afterwards, Hildy, who felt like she couldn’t believe in anyone except for Terry, was comforted by Terry, who told her to believe in herself, as she was a good cop.
Season Three
Normandy Bitch

Season 3
Episode Number: 23
Season Episode: 1

Originally aired: Sunday June 26, 2016
Writer: Steven Bochco, Jonathan Abrahams
Director: Jesse Bochco
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (SFPD Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro), Currie Graham (District Attorney Mario Siletti), Corey Reynolds (ADA Martin Reardon (credit only)), Sara Paxton (Alicia Barnes), Michael Gaston (Fred Arkin (credit only)), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan)

Recurring Role: Camille Balsamo (Kami Keefer), Jamie McShane (M.E. Justin Buen- side), Ben Stillwell (Michael Siletti)

Guest Stars: Sam Adegoke (Billy James), Robert Cicchini (Chief Charles Shannon), Tiffany DuPont (Serena Parrish), Gina Hecht (Dr. Cynthia Hurst), Jamie Luner (Cassie Siletti), Jerrell Pippens (Normandy Parker), Ryan Sands (Darius Tompkins), Amanda Schull (Melissa Danson), Judith Scott (Regina Parker), Maury Sterling (Andrew Lippman), Matthew Borlenghi (Suit), Joshua Chang (Emergency Services Guy), Libby Ewing (Reporter 2), Amy Johnson (News Reporter), Adam John Hart (Driver), Matt Kaminsky (Frankie Oster), Steve Kuzy (Reporter 1), Michelle LaRue (Tabloid Reporter 1), Alexandra Manea (Graciella Ramirez), Kariem Marbury (Bailiff), John Mariano (Judge Todd Steinberg), Devin McCarthy (Waiter), Hiram A. Murray (Rick Valenti), Daniel Nguyen (Tabloid Reporter 2), Kathleen O’Grady (Deputy A.G.), Corey Mendell Parker (Officer Ruggiero), Steven Pritchard (Officer Flanagan), Jill Remez (Jennifer Krouse), Aziza Scott (Tish), Lex Shontz (Attorney)

Summary: The murder of professional football player Normandy Parker, who’s shot dead execution-style during his birthday party at a network drama version of a cool club—a warehouse full of beautiful people waving glow sticks around. The murder takes place right as his girlfriend, pop star Alicia Barnes begins singing him "Happy Birthday", Marilyn Monroe-style, but no one is able to ID the killer, who disappeared in the chaos.

Did Alicia have a role in the murder? Cell phone footage that goes viral shows her yelling at Normandy, threatening to kill him, and the prevailing online sentiment is that she definitely did it. By the end of the episode, the police make it known that she’s a person of
interest, but this is mainly due to the fact that she was extremely unhelpful and rude towards them. Hildy thinks she’s sleeping with her handsome lawyer Andrew, who was conveniently both at the nightclub and at Alicia’s house when they went to question her.

The biggest lead the police have is that they see on security footage that one of the security guards let a party-goer in without searching him. They go to question the security guard, Darius Tompkins, who first tries to evade them, but then once brought into the station gives them a name: Billy James. Darius doesn’t think that Billy did it, as he and Normandy go way back. Billy even handles his security.

District Attorney Mario Siletti is arrested for gross vehicular manslaughter while under the influence. He and his wife were at a dinner celebrating his birthday, when Mario slipped away for a little bathroom dalliance with a hot young blonde from the Attorney General’s office. They weren’t exactly subtle, so his wife confronts him about it on the drive home.

The two get into a heated argument, with Mario trying to convince his wife that she’s crazy. Mario hits a woman walking across the street, killing her almost instantly. He refuses the breathalyzer at the scene, which is completely within his rights. The homicide detectives do a blood test, but it’s under the legal limit. His delaying tactics worked—it surely was over the limit when he got into the accident, but he managed to stall two hours before getting the blood test. Mario’s case will be handled by the Attorney General’s office. Of course, the lead on the case is the hot young blonde from the party. She emphatically swears that he’ll get no preferential treatment, but as Mario watches the footage of her press conference, he smiles.

The third big story this episode is that Hildy has an invasive form of breast cancer. Mulligan plays the character well, giving a believable, emotional portrayal of someone who just received life-shattering news, but continues to act as if everything is fine.
### Tropic of Cancer

**Season 3**  
**Episode Number: 24**  
**Season Episode: 2**

**Originally aired:** Sunday July 3, 2016  
**Writer:** Daniele Nathanson  
**Director:** Rick Wallace  
**Show Stars:**  
Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (SFPD Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro), Currie Graham (District Attorney Mario Siletti), Corey Reynolds (ADA Martin Reardon (credit only)), Sara Paxton (Alicia Barnes), Michael Gaston (Fred Arkin), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan (credit only))  
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**Summary:** An anonymous tip surfaces, forcing Terry into the case of an officer-involved shooting. The hunt continues for the suspect in the Normandy Parker case; Siletti hires a DUI defense attorney; and Hildy gets good news as she and Terry cross a line.

The episode opens in a convenience store. A man shows a gun to the cashier and orders him to give him all the money in the register. The cashier reaches for the cash, but instead pulls out his gun, shooting the would-be robber dead. Detectives Molk and Navarro arrive on scene. Navarro seems to think it’s an open-and-shut case of self-defense, but Molk presses the cashier. Did the robber actually point his weapon at him? As he explains to Navarro later, there’s a difference between vigilantism and self-defense. The cashier says he did, but Molk takes the security footage to confirm his story.

Hildy and Terry meet with the coroner, who tells them that he sent Normandy’s blood to be tested for performance enhancing drugs. Normandy’s been injured multiple times, but is in amazing shape, so all signs point towards juicing. The coroner also discovered something interesting. Normandy had an aortic aneurysm that easily could have killed him if something went wrong during a game. Somehow, the doctor who did Normandy’s physical before his contract extension missed it. If it had been detected, he would have had to get surgery, probably ending his career. Hmm. Was it a mistake that it was overlooked, or a cover-up?
Later, Alicia Barnes storms into the police station with her lawyer, Andrew. She’s pissed that someone from the department told the press that she was being uncooperative. She’s been getting death threats of her own ever since the video of her threatening Normandy leaked online. She tells them her side of the story—she was upset that day because she found out that Normandy met with his ex-wife Daphne that day without telling her. Actually, I should say “wife”, because although they were in the process of getting a divorce, nothing had been finalized yet. Alicia tells Hildy and Terry that they should look into Daphne, as Daphne was having an affair with wanted suspect Billy James. Normandy fired Bill when he found out.

Alicia runs into Daphne leaving the station, and the two get into a confrontation. Hildy questions Daphne alone while Terry goes to talk to Billy’s grandmother. She tells Daphne that she’s looking pretty suspicious, as her alleged lover killed her husband, who was trying to get their pre-nup altered so she couldn’t get any of his new contract extension money in the divorce. Daphne tells Hildy that she would never want the father of her children dead. She seems sincere, but she’s also the sole beneficiary on his life insurance, so I don’t think this is the last we’ll be seeing of Daphne.

While Molk and Navarro go over the convenience store security footage, they find none other than Billy James himself exited the store minutes before the shooting. This prompts a search of the area, but it yields nothing. Molk then gets a tip as to where Billy is staying, so a SWAT team, Hildy, and Terry storm the place. Terry chases a young black man who jumps out the window, eventually cornering him and shooting him dead after seeing him reach for a gun.

But there’s a twist. Not only was the man not Billy James, he wasn’t carrying a gun. I watched the scene twice, and I guess we never physically saw a gun, but he definitely did reach for something in his back pocket. What was Terry supposed to do? Black Lives Matter activists swarm the police department in protest that night. All they see is another unarmed black man killed by the police. Hildy tries to comfort Terry, as she killed someone on the job in the first season, but this tragedy doesn’t seem like it will be going away anytime soon.

DA Mario Siletti also features prominently in this episode, but I’m having trouble caring about him. He’s just such a smarmy jerk. He assumes that his case is an easy win, but no lawyer will touch it except for Alfred Arkin, a man whose business cards proclaim him “The DUI Fixer”. Mario assures Arkin that Melissa Danson, the blonde he hooked up with who’s handling the case for the Attorney General, will make a deal, but when Arkin goes to meet with her, she’s out for blood. She was at the party, and saw how much he drank. This thing is going to trial.
Summary: Public pressure rises over the shooting death of an unarmed suspect. Meanwhile, Hildy pursues the fugitive in the Normandy Parker case, and Siletti is advised to reconcile with his wife in a move that could help his case.

Terry and the city of San Francisco are both processing the death of Calvin Jackson, who the media is reporting is unarmed. Terry is stealthily revisiting the scene, retracing his steps, desperately searching for the gun he's convinced he saw him carrying, hoping that finding the weapon will make him feel less guilty, while protestors are staging vigils and demonstrating outside the SFPD headquarters. Turns out he did have a gun—it fell out of his pants and a young boy found it, panicked, and ran away with it—so Terry is cleared and allowed to return to active duty.

But first, he has to speak at a press conference, per the chief’s orders. He goes off script, essentially saying that because he’s black, the killing couldn’t possibly have been racially motivated. Calvin Jackson was reaching for his weapon and would’ve murdered him if he had access
to it. Terry asks that if that had happened, if he had been killed that night in the line of duty, would there have been the same response from the community—the same amount of vigils, protests, and public outcry over the loss of his life as there had been over Calvin Jackson’s.

The rest of the departments makes some progress on the Normandy case. Hildy interviews Normandy’s business partner and business manager, learning that Normandy was having money problems. 90% of his assets were tied up in his friend’s sandwich company’s stock. They do finally find Billy James, but when they arrest him, he lawyers up without answering any questions. Mario’s replacement in the DA office, Martin, demands that they release him, as they don’t have any actual evidence that he committed the murder. Their working theory is that Billy killed Normandy, but someone else was involved, either blackmailing him or paying him to do it. Billy is found with a large amount of cash, and the only possible explanation for him not skipping town immediately after learning he was a wanted man is that he was waiting around the second half of a payment. But who else would want Normandy dead?

About Mario, he goes around talking to all his lawyer friends, absolutely shocked that they’d want to prosecute him to the full extent of the law for a crime that he committed. His own lawyer advises him to concentrate on his relationship with his wife, as if she testifies against him, he’ll be found guilty. Mario tearfully apologizes, but his wife refuses to move back home.
The Barbers of Seville

Season 3
Episode Number: 26
Season Episode: 4

Originally aired: Sunday July 17, 2016
Writer: Alison Cross
Director: Daniel J. Shaw
Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (SFPD Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro), Currie Graham (District Attorney Mario Siletti), Corey Reynolds (Assistant District Attorney Martin Reardon), Sara Paxton (Alicia Barnes), Michael Gaston (Alfred Arkin), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan)

Recurring Role: Jamie McShane (M.E. Justin Buenside)
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Summary: Disturbing information surfaces about Normandy Parker and expands the suspect list in his murder. Elsewhere, Siletti battles for his future and sabotages the D.A. who replaced him, and Terry and Hildy must face realities about their hushed romance.

Hildy and Terry’s relationship takes center stage in this episode. Their flirty glances and subtle touches at the police station hasn’t gone unnoticed by Lieutenant Koto, who pulls Terry aside to tell him that they either need to end their relationship, or one of them needs to transfer out of the department. Obviously, neither one wants to transfer. Hildy tries to convince Terry to be the one to do so, because as a woman, she has a tougher time being taken seriously and doesn’t want to start all over in a new place. But Terry has worked his whole life to make homicide and doesn’t want to leave either. He also doesn’t want to end their relationship or hide it. In the episode’s most groan-worthy line, he tells her that he wants to be a couple, not a couple of sneaks. They decide to be grown-ups and end their tryst to focus on their careers, but we’ll see how long that lasts.

Mario decides to punish his replacement Martin for not supporting him by leaking information to the defense in a rape case he’s trying. Martin essentially set-up the defendant to confess by planting a frequent informant in his jail cell, violating the defendant’s right to have an attorney present while being questioned. Martin gets humiliated in court, and may be charged with gross misconduct, so he confronts Mario, who denies everything.

The third subplot that only tangentially related to the Normandy Parker case was that of Alicia Barnes, who overdoses and gets sent to the hospital. This did lead to the discovery of Normandy’s
medicine cabinet when Hildy and Terry search her apartment, which leads them to his doctor. Normandy knew about his heart condition they learned about in the autopsy, but refused to tell the NFL. Hildy speculates that he had to risk his life and play in order to cover his mounting debts.

Alicia’s story also involved her estranged dad, who visits her in the hospital and tells reporters that he blames lawyer Andy for her overdose, as she was clean and sober before he began pimping her out for publicity. Andy counters that Alicia had a restraining order against him. The show hasn’t done enough to get me to care about Alicia to care about her family drama. She’s consistently been painted unsympathetically, as a hard-partying mean girl who used Normandy to add some street cred to her white bread act.

Finally, let’s talk about the Normandy murder case itself. Their one lead goes up in smoke when Billy James, free after Martin vacated his arrest due to lack of evidence, gets killed in a park while Hildy and Terry are tailing him. They assume it’s by the same person who ordered Normandy’s murder, but they can’t be sure.
# Follow the Money
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<tr>
<td>Summary:</td>
<td>Terry’s conspiracy theory gains traction when the prime suspect in the Normandy Parker case is murdered. Elsewhere, a civil lawsuit compounds Siletti’s legal troubles and upends his family life, and Hildy tries to move on from Terry by going on a date.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The detectives hit yet another dead end in the Normandy Parker case, as after an episode of slowly and methodically following up on leads, their key suspect, his business manager Sam of Sourdough Subs, is murdered.

Mario still refuses to take any sort of responsibility for the accident and continues to withhold information from his attorney, who, if this were real life, would have quit the case already instead of putting up with such a difficult client. His lawyer advises him to fix things with his wife Cassie, as she could put him away if she decides to testify against him. I’d like to point out that he gave him this exact advice two episodes ago, so it’s another rehash of the same stuff.

Mario decides to fix things by blackmailing his son Michael. If Michael doesn’t help Mario get the family back together, Mario will refuse to pay for his college. Michael gets Cassie to agree to dinner. While they’re cleaning up after, Cassie tells Mario that Michael told him about his deal. She’ll come back to him, but he needs to promise to be honest and stop cheating. She’s so turned on by her power over him, they begin making out right there in the kitchen.

The Normandy Parker case does take an interesting turn, as the forensic accountant reveals that 90% of his net worth was in Sourdough Sub stock, the company run by his childhood
friend Sam. We then see Sam being tortured by a couple of Chinese gangsters. He owes them money, which he promises is coming soon. The accountant determines that someone was shorting the stock, and that person actually benefited from Normandy's death. After the company's spokesman was killed, the stock plummeted.

Hildy and Terry investigate this and determine that the person shorting the stock was none other than Normandy's business manager Nick. Nick says he had nothing to do with Normandy's death. He decided to short the stock after Sam asked him to move some money around, indicating that the company was performing poorly. Nick suspected that Sam needed the money to cover personal debts, and Sam even took out a key man insurance policy on Normandy. He'd get $10 million if Normandy died.

Obviously, this makes Sam look very suspicious, but the police can't question him because they receive a call from his girlfriend who tells them that Sam has gone missing. She also tells them that Sam had a very serious gambling problem and owed money to some Chinese people. They find Sam's car next to a bridge and determine that he was probably thrown over it. Sam's gone, but they find a jacket in his car that almost too conveniently has a business card for a karaoke bar known to be owned by Chinese gangsters in the pocket.
Summary:
Terry and Hildy worry they've lost a prime suspect to his gangster foes. Meanwhile, Terry explores his true feelings when Hildy dates another, and Siletti prepares for his trial.

The police arrest Andy Lippman, Alicia’s lawyer/ex-lover for the Normandy Parker murder, as they find a gun registered to him underneath her bed that ballistics confirms was the murder weapon. They find this gun because some prankster “swatted” Alicia’s house (called in a fake report of shots fired so that the SWAT time would descend on the residence), which seemed a little too convenient, but swatting is a thing that actually happens, so whatever. Hildy, Terry, and Koto don’t want to arrest Andy, as he has a solid alibi for the Billy James murder, and they’re convinced that the two are connected. Acting D.A. Martin isn’t so sure, or maybe he just wants a high profile arrest to distract from his recent failures, so he forces them to arrest Andy and parade him in front of cameras.

During all of this, Alicia is in rehab. Her dad visits her, and although she’s miserable, she decides to stay. The fact that we saw her this episode instead of rehab being used as an excuse for why her character is no longer on the show anymore means that she’s going to play a role in the story going forward. But what? Are we going to learn that she’s actually responsible for Normandy’s murder? Did Andy really kill Normandy, perhaps because he’s in love with Alicia and was jealous?

For those of you worried about Sam Rydell, the Sourdough Sandwich king, you can calm down. The Tong crime family didn’t murder him—rather, they want him alive so they can continue
shaking him down for money. He faked his own murder with the help of his girlfriend so he could go on the run and start a new life. Unfortunately, old habits die hard, so he stops at a casino in Reno on his way to Canada, only to have a heart attack. The experience shakes him, so he’s willing to talk to the police. He denies having anything to do with Normandy’s murder, and they seem to believe him, despite the super incriminating and suspicious ten-million-dollar key man insurance policy. All he wants is to go to minimum security federal prison for the fraud/SEC violations he committed, so he can be safe from the Tongs, so the police accommodate that request.

So the Sam Rydell as mastermind theory didn’t pan out at all. Neither did another lead the police waste time chasing down—Serena gives Koto a tip that a fellow football player pulled a gun on Normandy in the locker room, after Normandy refused to hand him the ball to run in for a touchdown, denying him his tenth of the season and the two-million-dollar performance bonus it would trigger. Unfortunately, that player, Luke, has two solid alibis for Normandy and Billy’s murders. It’s still a little bit frustrating that the police keep hitting dead end after dead end, but maybe Luke will resurface in a later episode.

I feel obligated to write about Mario’s storyline, even though the show would be better off without it. This week, he’s hit with a $15 million lawsuit from the family of the woman he killed. After complaining about it to his lawyer, he finally seems to take it seriously. He tells his son Michael that he’s preparing for the worst case his scenario. His insurance could deny his claim to cover the lawsuit because he was driving with an expired license. He could lose the house, so Michael definitely isn’t getting a new car and may have to take out student loans.
Let’s Make a Deal
Season 3
Episode Number: 29
Season Episode: 7

Originally aired: Sunday August 14, 2016
Writer: Corinne Marrinan
Director: Allison Anders

Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (SFPD Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro), Currie Graham (District Attorney Mario Siletti), Corey Reynolds (Assistant District Attorney Martin Reardon), Michael Gaston (Alfred Arkin), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan), Sara Paxton (Alicia Barnes [credit only])
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Summary: A new murder leads Terry and Hildy to revisit a past suspect as the Normandy investigation shifts closer to home. Also, Mario Siletti’s trial begins, and Terry and Hildy face harsh truths about their professional and personal lives.

In the previous episode, Lt. Koto slept with reporter Serena Parrish, which basically guaranteed that something horrible would happen to her this week. And, indeed, she winds up dead. Koto finds her on the floor of her apartment, having gone up to check on her when she stopped replying to his texts. Koto immediately suspects Luke, as Serena was going to publish a story about his domestic violence arrest, destroying any shot he might have had at signing with a new team. And it turns out that Koto is exactly right—he guessed the murderer on his first guess, which is rare for this show. After trying to get his girlfriend Willow to help them find Luke, the police intercept him watching a high school football practice. He admits that he killed Serena, but says he didn’t mean to kill her. He just went there to talk to her about the article, but got angry and pushed her. It was an accident. I kept expecting another twist to this story, to have it connected to the Normandy Parker case in some way, but it seems like this is really all there is to it. Lt. Koto tears up and acts emotional, but it falls flat. He may feel responsible for her death, as he gave her the tip on the domestic violence story which enraged Luke, but he’s a police officer. He deals with death every day. He
only slept with her once; are we really supposed to believe they forged some sort of deep emotional
collection?

Anyways, two different trials start this episode. Andrew Lipton’s on trial for the murder of
Normandy Parker, while Mario’s trial begins after Melissa from the Attorney General’s office once
again refuses a plea deal. Andrew begs Hildy and Terry to investigate Alicia’s father, Paul, as he
would have had access to the gun as well and, according to Andrew, is a textbook sociopath, a
crazy control freak with a nasty temper who hated Normandy. Normandy is the reason Alicia got
a restraining order against Paul.

They question Paul. Still working off the theory that Normandy’s murder is connected to that
of Billy James (and no matter what new D.A. Martin says, the two must be connected), they ask
him where he was when Billy was killed. He claims he was at Alicia’s bedside in the hospital
the entire day, which the hospital staff confirm. However, Terry and Hildy don’t believe that he
would have really spent 14 straight hours inside. He’s a heavy smoker (new fact, they could
have established this better) and therefore couldn’t have gone that long without a cigarette. They
notice that the door marked “emergency exit” isn’t alarmed and leads to the outside, but the
cameras out there are no help. The hospital dumps the footage after a week. But it seems like
Paul hasn’t been crossed off the suspect list quite yet.

Mario and his lawyer reluctantly go to trial, but surprisingly things seem to be working out
in Mario’s favor. His lawyer shuts down two of the prosecution’s key witnesses, dismissing the
coroner’s graphic testimony of the victim’s death as a lot of words to simply say that a pedestrian
was hit by a car and discrediting the testimony of the expert who claimed that Mario was drunk
when the accident occurred as pure speculation. Melissa brings in her key witness—the junkie
who claimed to have witnessed the accident and agreed to testify in exchange for lenience on her
drug charges. She shows up completely high, throwing up on the stand.

The enraged judge tells Melissa that he won’t allow the girl to testify unless she shows up to
court clean and sober and encourages the two sides to make a deal. Melissa comes back with
the offer of a felony, but no jail time. Mario turns it down—if he’s a convicted felon, he won’t be
able to get a job anywhere. He wants his day in court, but even though things seem to be going
in his favor right now, I have a feeling they won’t stay that way.

Finally, let’s talk about Hildy and Terry’s relationship. Hildy tells Terry that she isn’t going
to see the coroner anymore, but that he shouldn’t read too much into the “thinking of you” text
she sent the night before. At the end of the episode, Terry brings Hildy’s daughter an iPad for
her birthday. This upsets Hildy, who thinks that Terry is trying to impress Louise to win Hildy
over, but she’s made it clear that they can’t have a relationship. He says that he’s not okay with
pretending nothing happened. He wants them to be together.
We seem to have found the real person responsible for Normandy Parker and Billy James’ deaths. It’s definitely Paul Barnes, Alicia’s father. The motivation? Sexual jealousy. Alicia and Paul were sleeping together, a fact that Hildy researches based on a tip from Alicia’s mother and Alicia herself confirms, although she claims it was consensual. Paul had motive and opportunity, but they have no physical evidence. Even though they’re 100% certain he’s the man, they can’t do anything about it. With only two more episodes left in this season, can Hildy and Terry bring him to justice?

The reveal that Paul is sleeping with Alicia came completely out of left field. On a hunch, Hildy goes to interview Alicia’s mother Kat alone. Kat tells her that she once thought Paul was molesting Alicia, but it must have been the drugs making her crazy. Hildy then goes to visit Alicia in rehab, secretly recording the conversation and making her open up by lying and claiming she was molested by her brother. Terry brings in Paul for questioning, but he’s too smart to fall for any of the traps Terry tries to lay out. He strides out of the interrogation room a free man.

The Normandy Parker investigation is entertaining this week, but the real fireworks at Mario’s trial. Mr. Arkin proves to be a terrific lawyer, painting a newly sober Skylar as an opportunist junkie only testifying for favorable treatment on her drug charges, discrediting an accident reconstruction expert by getting him to admit he has no idea how dark the intersection was, and getting the sommelier at dinner to say that no one was visibly intoxicated. They luck out when Martin, the acting D.A., changes his testimony and claims to Melissa that Mario wasn’t visibly
drunk. Mr. Arkin brings up the point that if Mario is cleared of the charges and returns to his
job, Martin will be demoted, so Martin has no reason to lie. Of course, Martin is lying, but only
because he feels bad for Mario’s family.

Mr. Arkin makes a misstep when he questions the victim’s husband. It is fishy that he con-
tacted a lawyer to file a $15 million lawsuit against Mario only two hours after the accident, but
Mr. Arkin comes across as a bully traumatizing a grieving man, reminding the jury that Mario
killed a nurse with two small children. Mr. Arkin doesn’t think it’s a bad enough of a gaffe to
hurt their case, but Mario decides to take matters into his own hands. Mr. Arkin calls his wife,
Cassie, to the stand. Based on a note that Mario slips him, he asks her if Mario was distracted
at the time of the accident.

And that’s when the fireworks go off. Cassie says that yes, he was distracted. They were having
an argument about Mario sleeping with Melissa. Cassie dramatically points to the prosecutor for
effect, then strides off like a boss when the judge demands that Mario, Mr. Arkin, and Melissa
join him in his chambers. Melissa denies the affair, but Mario has a picture of the two of them
being intimate the night of his birthday. An incredulous Mr. Arkin asked why she didn’t recuse
herself due to conflict of interest, which is what I’ve been wondering the whole time. She just
says that she was positive he was guilty.

The judge has no choice but to call a mistrial, although the Attorney General can refile the
charges against Mario. Unfortunately, he’s going to have to find a new lawyer, as Mr. Arkin
refuses to work with his after the stunt he pulled.
Rise of the Phoenix
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Summary: A promising new clue is unearthed, giving hope that the Normandy Parker conspiracy can at last be solved. Meanwhile, Siletti goes all out in his push against the very system he championed as district attorney, and Hildy’s home life spirals downward.

The episode starts with a furious Attorney General who vows to start a personal crusade to put Mario behind bars. But Mario has nothing to lose. He’ll plant months’ worth of stories in the press about the sex scandal going on underneath his nose and if it goes to trial again, Mario will claim that Cassie was the one driving. If the AG charges Cassie, Cassie will claim that Mario was driving. It will be a he said/she said case complicated by the fact that “he” was cheating on “she”, so she has a motive to lie. The Attorney General decides not to refile charges and forces Melissa to resign, telling her that for a pretty woman, she’s not very photogenic, especially in profile.

Mario goes to his former lawyer Mr. Arkin’s office to gloat/give him his final check, which Mr. Arkin tears up. He then visits Mr. Reyes, the attorney representing his victim’s wife in the civil suit. Mr. Reyes is still determined to go to trial, but Mario reveals that he knows that his client is in the country illegally. He’s been using fake names and fake social security numbers to get jobs. Mr. Reyes points out that San Francisco is a sanctuary city, but Mario will go straight to his friends in the federal government and get his client deported if he goes through with the civil suit.

Hildy and Terry get a break in the Normandy Parker/Billy James case when Hal Woodward, Billy’s barber, brings in Billy’s grandmother to the station. She received Billy’s wallet in the
mail—some Good Sanitarian must have found it, put it in a mailbox, and the post office must have delivered it to the address on his license. Sure. The cash/credit cards are missing—fits in with someone trying to make his murder look like a robbery — but a key is hidden in a secret pocket. It looks like a safety deposit box key, but when Hildy and Terry take it to Billy’s bank, the bank’s employee tells them that they don’t use that type of keys there.

The IT girl, Keifer, tells them to check in with her ex, a master locksmith, who tells them to look into a private vault company. Luckily enough, the key opens a safety deposit box at the very first private vault company they go to. Terry has to threaten the company’s owner with legal action to get him to take them to the box, but still. It does seem a little too convenient. However, the box is empty. The last time it was accessed was May 17th, right before Normandy was murdered. Terry goes to ask Billy’s lawyer, Nathan Woodward, if Billy gave him anything. Nathan refuses to cooperate with the investigation, as he doesn’t trust the police, especially Terry. He’s not over the fact that Terry killed a black teenager.

Louise, Hildy’s daughter, was caught shoplifting at a mall with her friends. Hildy locks her in an interrogation room, but Terry talks to her. At home, Louise tells Hildy that she knows the two of them are sleeping together, but Hildy says it’s over. Louise thinks that’s too bad — Terry really seems to understand her.

Terry, with the help of Hal, convinces Nathan to hand over whatever Billy gave him. Turns out it’s a box containing a cell phone. Keifer can’t hack into it and they only have ten tries to guess the passcode before the phone erases all its data. She can, however, trace the serial number on the phone to determine where it was purchased. Terry and Hildy go to the store, where the manager tells them that the phone was one of ten purchased by Alicia Barnes last Christmas.
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Show Stars: Taye Diggs (SFPD Homicide Inspector Terry English), Kathleen Robertson (SFPD Homicide Inspector Hildy Mulligan), Ian Anthony Dale (SFPD Lieutenant Jim Koto), Raphael Sbarge (SFPD Homicide Inspector David Molk), Lombardo Boyar (SFPD Homicide Inspector Edgar Navarro), Currie Graham (District Attorney Mario Siletti), Sara Paxton (Alicia Barnes), Corey Reynolds (Assistant District Attorney Martin Reardon (credit only)), Mimi Kirkland (Louise Mulligan (credit only)), Michael Gaston (Alfred Arkin (credit only))
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Summary: Terry and Hildy scramble to resolve one of their most puzzling cases. Meanwhile, a grisly new murder hits close to home, and Siletti pays a substantial price.

The episode opens with Hildy and Terry asking Alicia to help unlock Billy’s phone—she knows the passcode because she bought it and set it up. This may seem like nitpicking, but when one buys a phone for someone, one doesn’t normally even take it out of the box. It’s just a little too convenient—like how last week, Hildy and Terry get a tip to go to a private vault company because the IT girl just happened to have an ex who was a master locksmith.

Hildy and Terry find a voice memo on the phone. Billy recorded the conversation where Paul Barnes asked him to murder Normandy, offering him thousands of dollars to do so, with half of the money up front and half after the job is done. But instead of getting paid his second half, Billy got killed. An analyst confirms that the voice on the recording is indeed Paul Barnes, comparing it to a recording of Terry’s interview with him. Hildy and Terry finally have the confirmation they need to arrest Barnes and free Andrew Lipton—although we don’t get a scene with Lipton. Koto arranges for his release off-screen.

We also don’t get a scene of Hildy and Terry arresting Paul, because his ex-wife Kat shows up at his house and kills him, in order to insure that he will never molest their daughter again. I knew something like this would happen. It’s the season finale, so there wasn’t time to have a
whole trial—the Paul Barnes storyline had to definitively end tonight. However, it was still a bit of a letdown. Hildy and Terry spent the whole season methodically tracking down the killer and they don’t even get a chance to confront him. Kat is arrested for the murder, which she readily admits to. She wants to take full responsibility for her actions.

This happens about halfway through the episode, so the second half feels unnecessary and a bit boring. Alicia checks herself out of rehab and immediately downs half a bottle of vodka, getting herself picked up by the police. Hildy takes her to the station to sober up and tries to get her to face the truth about her father by playing the voice memo. She shows Alicia a dead body in the morgue of a girl who OD-ed to remind her that she’s lucky to be alive. Alicia asks to see her mother and the two embrace. Alicia wasn’t involved enough this season for this emotional moment to feel like a satisfactory conclusion.

There’s also a random subplot about Molk and Navarro investigating a murder that in no way ties into anything that has been going on this season. It’s as if the writers just remembered that Raphael Sbarge and Lombardo Boyar are series regulars and had to scramble to do something with them, as both have been completely underutilized this season. They get called to a crime scene. A woman has been beaten to death by her boyfriend. Her grieving father kills the boyfriend. Navarro is upset that a nice family man is going to jail when he would have done the same thing if it was one of his daughters, but the two learn that the man is actually an abusive ex-gangster who changed his name. Navarro tells the man they’re going to book him in jail under his real name, so his ex-gang members can find him.
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